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LOJIC Strategy Innovation Discovery Brief 
 

December 11, 2014 
 
Purpose 
This report, a Discovery Brief, to LOJIC Policy Board members is provided as an update on the various 
activities and overall status of the LOJIC Strategy Innovation (SI) effort. Over the past six months, the SI 
Team has made marked progress toward its goals and objectives, but completion of the entire effort, 
including developing recommendations to the LOJIC Policy Board, are still some months out. This report 
is not intended to present specific recommendations or conclusions at this time. The purpose of this 
Discovery Brief is to offer a “State of the Consortium” point of view to the Policy Board so that eventual 
SI Team recommendations will have proper context and sets the stage for what comes next. 
 
Background 
At its March 27, 2014 meeting the LOJIC Policy Board endorsed a Strategy Innovation approach in 
assessing the current state of LOJIC and developing recommendations for best innovative practices in 
LOJIC governance, organization, funding and opportunities for enhanced applications of geospatial 
technology. The Board agreed to use a hybrid approach in this effort utilizing a mix of consulting 
resources and the expertise and innovation from within LOJIC partner organizations. An outside 
consultant would examine best innovative GIS practices in governance and funding across the country. 
James Bates, LWC Manager of Infrastructure Records, and Curt Bynum, LOJIC Manager, were tasked as 
co-leaders to organize and execute the LOJIC Strategy Innovation (SI) effort with the goals of identifying: 
 

• New opportunities for developing/marketing LOJIC data and services. 
• New Opportunities for developing new internal LOJIC applications. 
• Sustainable LOJIC organizational structure, governance and funding options. 

 
During April-June, 2014, the co-leaders researched the SI process, developed a preliminary scope, 
timeline and deliverables for the SI effort, drafted initial goals, objectives and SI Team charter, finalized 
the scope of work for a Best Practices consultant and confirmed stakeholder participants for the LOJIC SI 
effort. This information along with co-leader recommendation to proceed with the SI plan was 
presented and endorsed at the June 26, 2014 LOJIC Policy Board meeting. 
 
The LOJIC SI Team consists of the following partner representatives: 
 
Curt Bynum, LOJIC Manager, Co-Leader                     
James Bates, LWC Manager of Infrastructure Records, Co-Leader 
Julie Buckler, MSD GIS Services and Records Manager 
Dana Spratt, MetroTS/MetroSafe  Service Level Manager (replaced Debbie Fox, MetroSafe Director) 
Debbie Lowery, MetroTS Performance Improvement-Outreach Manager 
Sharon Meador, MetroTS IT Business Services Manager 
Jay Mickle, PVA Mapping and GIS Team Director 
Jane Poole, LOJIC Customer Support Administrator 
 
The LOJIC SI Team has conducted ongoing research, performed in-depth self-assessments, reviewed 
consultant proposals, surveyed users, conducted interviews and has met near weekly since mid-May, 
2014. In an early meeting, SI Team received a presentation and materials on the background and history 
of LOJIC development and expansion since its inception in 1986 (see Appendix 1). 
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In July, 2014, LOJIC released an RFP for Analysis of Best Innovative GIS Practices. Proposals received in 
late July were evaluated and resulted in a contract award in early October to Croswell-Schulte IT 
Consultants. To-date the Croswell-Schulte team has conducted kick-off meetings with the SI Team, 
deployed a nationwide GIS best practices survey, and conducted discussion forums with all LOJIC 
partners, LOJIC staff, internal and external users.  
 
The SI Team has completed its portion of the Discovery Phase, a period of information gathering and 
assessment that will be augmented and supplemented through the work of Croswell-Schulte’s best 
practices research and recommendations. 
 
Strategy Innovation Process 
The Strategy Innovation approach as applied in this effort is based on concepts and processes from the 
book, The Power of Strategy Innovation, by Robert E. Johnston, Jr. and J. Douglas Bate. The Strategy 
Innovation Process is ultimately a method for creating a portfolio of innovative, new opportunities that 
could become the basis for a new/different strategic direction for an organization. Strategy Innovation 
differs from Strategic Planning in that it is market-centric rather than organization-centric. The process 
consists of a series of phases: 
 

Discovery Phase:  
Assess the current state of LOJIC, the current state and trends associated with GIS and 
Information Technology in general, as well as trends in municipal needs. 
 

Creating Phase:  
Uses information gathered during the Discovery Phase as “food for thought”. 
Aims to identify and develop innovative concepts that will shape LOJIC moving forward. 
 

Mapping Phase:  
Takes ideas and recommendations assembled during the Creating Phase and develops them into 
final recommendations and implementable action items. 
 

The LOJIC SI Team utilized a wide range of Discovery Phase tools and activities that have included: 
 
Self-Assessments 
Self-assessments (see Appendix 2) were performed by each partner agency and LOJIC staff as written 
summaries and presentations designed to put all SI Team members on level footing regarding their 
individual understanding of LOJIC and raise Team awareness of how the resource is being used across 
the consortium. Self-assessments from the perspective of each partner and LOJIC staff described how 
LOJIC is used, what works well, what needs improvement, and various dependencies on the LOJIC 
enterprise and staff. Each self-assessment described internal staff resources that utilize LOJIC, each 
entity’s relative competencies, strengths and weaknesses, areas for internal improvement and future 
needs for additional technologies, resources and support from LOJIC. 
 
LOJIC User Surveys 
Extensive user surveys (see Appendix 3) were conducted for two categories of LOJIC users: 1) internal 
partner agency users and non-partner licensees, and 2) external public users. The surveys were 
intended to provide feedback on the level of LOJIC use and what LOJIC customers want, need and 
expect. 
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The internal survey, sent to 133 LOJIC users across all partner agencies, resulted in a 71% response rate. 
Over one-third of the total 94 internal survey responses, 36.2%, came from Metro users, with MSD at 
19.1%, LWC at 13.8%, PVA at 3.2% and “Other” category at 27.7%. Some standout observations and 
conclusions from the results of the survey of internal users include: 
 

• There is wide diversity of duties and functions among LOJIC’s user base. 
• Nearly two-thirds of internal respondents use LOJIC once each week or more. 
• Core data is being heavily used, especially aerial imagery, plan/topo, addresses and parcels. 
• There is strong desire for greater communication and collaboration among LOJIC users. 
• Users acknowledge the robust nature of the spatial data available to them. 
• Applications and tools are fairly well utilized, but may need more training. 
• Modeling/programming and analysis need is significant and many users want to deepen their 

skills in these areas. 
• Users expressed that “lack of time” is a continuing barrier to obtaining training, broadening skills 

and maximizing the use of LOJIC. 
• Respondents provided many interesting ideas for expanding and enhancing LOJIC user 

experience that will be useful to the Strategic Innovation process. 
 
The external survey, made publicly available as a link on various LOJIC web tools, elicited 201 responses 
from the general public and a range of business users in real estate and development, insurance, 
finance, social services and education. Some standout observations and conclusions from the results of 
the survey of internal users include: 
 

• Responses were heavy in the areas of personal research, especially pertaining to real estate and 
development. 

• Large majority of responses cited property data, zoning information, data query and printing 
maps as reasons for LOJIC use. 

• Nearly all web-applications received high marks for content, performance and ease of use, with 
request that all data be accessible in a single application. 

• Respondents requested enhanced map printing, access to more PVA data and generally more 
freely available open data. 

 
Interviews 
Interviews (see Appendix 4) were conducted with a range of forward-thinking individuals associated 
with the GIS industry and municipal technology needs to provide a cross-section of points-of-view on 
issues facing LOJIC. The LOJIC SI Team conducted interviews with the following five personalities: 
 

• Ted Smith, Metro Chief of Civic Innovation 
• James Fee, URS Spatial IT Director, independent GIS consultant and renowned GIS Blogger 
• Michael Schnuerle, YourMapper, Civic Data Alliance and local open data advocate 
• Jack Dangermond, Esri President, world-renowned GIS visionary 
• John Antenucci, PlanGraphics, Inc. President, global GIS consultant, closely involved in early 

LOJIC planning and implementation 
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Each interview covered a wide range of topics impacting municipal GIS such as technology, business and 
social trends, cloud-based storage and applications, data integrity and security, web-based map 
providers, database and system standards and interoperability, innovative practices in GIS consortium 
governance and funding, open data and branding/marketing of municipal GIS partnerships. Interview 
conversations were engaging, spirited and informative. Central themes and standout observations 
across all interview included: 
 

• Local government needs GIS to do its work; 
o Get past cost and focus on value. 
o What are we not doing with LOJIC that we should be (missed  opportunities)? 

• Public’s expectation is for open data (csv, shp, KML); 
o Also acknowledge need for secure/sensitive data and applications. 

• Branding and greater visibility is needed for LOJIC to increase awareness, demand and 
marketability. 

• Focused responsive web apps to support a technology savvy community…MOBILE! 
• Continued public/agency funding in one form or another is necessary; 

o LOJIC model has been copied and has persisted. 
o Don’t fix what’s not broken. 
o Funding via line item budgets, transaction fees earmarked for LOJIC support. 

• Hybrid GIS of Cloud and Local, it’s not either/or, explore best business case for each. 
o Understand and value the difference between LOJIC and open web maps such as 

Google; 
o Local GIS data is recognized and valued as authoritative and most current. 

• Fees for services and analysis from local data. 
 

Consultant Assistance 
Support services from Croswell-Schulte IT Consultants were procured over the summer 2014 through 
release of an RFP and subsequent proposal evaluations to perform a Best Innovative GIS Practices 
Analysis for LOJIC to augment the SI effort. The scope and objectives of the analysis performed by 
Croswell-Schulte are intended to: 
 

• Assess and summarize best innovative practices in governance, financing, technology, staffing 
and technical support for a number of representative multi-jurisdictional GIS partnerships across 
the country and compare/contrast with current LOJIC operations. 
 

• Identify options and recommendations for innovative sustainable governance and financing for 
LOJIC and each participant agency to fund, generate revenue or otherwise offset payment 
towards annual LOJIC expenses and assess each option for applicability across LOJIC user 
agencies. Analysis will include an evaluation of various models for user licenses, service level 
agreements and associated fees. 
 

• Identify and assess new and innovative opportunities and sources for developing and marketing 
LOJIC data and services. 
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• Identify innovative trends in information technology, data dissemination policies and business 

practices most likely to impact municipal GIS in the short/long term and provide 
recommendations for how LOJIC might best position itself to leverage these trends to the 
advantage of its partners and the community. 
 

To date, the consultant team has conducted project kick-off and work plan meetings with the SI Team, 
released an extensive survey of Best Innovative GIS Practices to 125 sites nationwide, reviewed all SI 
Team documents and materials, and conducted discussion forums with all LOJIC partners and external 
user groups. The consulting effort will culminate in two late Winter/early Spring 2015 reports: 1) Best 
Innovative GIS Practices Profile Report summarizing best practices survey results, and 2) Governance and 
Funding Options Report  outlining options and recommendations for the ongoing sustainability of LOJIC. 

Current State of LOJIC 
From the efforts of the LOJIC SI Team so far from honest, in-depth self-assessments, interviews with 
industry and community leaders and from substantial feedback from internal and external users, the 
current perception of LOJIC is, on the whole, that of a successful, productive partnership. LOJIC is seen 
as a highly valued resource that is widely used across all partner agencies, and public and private sectors 
in the community. There are, however, many aspects of the LOJIC system, organization and user 
community to be improved and enhanced. There also appear to be many avenues to explore toward the 
goal of spurring greater use, collaboration and visibility among partners and external users. For most of 
its near 30-year history, LOJIC has had an inward focus primarily driven by partner needs, but in recent 
years LOJIC has experienced mounting outward pressure from the explosion in available spatial data and 
growing public interactions and expectations for open, easily accessible data and information. 
 
LOJIC organization and funding landscapes in recent years has resulted in a measure of stagnation in 
relationships among users across LOJIC user agencies. While continuing to function and grow, LOJIC has 
lacked active and engaged technical and administrative bodies. There appears to be significant latent 
demand for higher-level use of LOJIC resources. This indicates a need to place more emphasis on partner 
communication, training and involvement, as well as clarification of LOJIC’s overall mission and goals. 
User agencies have much untapped potential, especially across Metro agencies. 
 
The Discovery Phase exploration of LOJIC, its partners and users has not revealed a diminishing need for 
LOJIC, but rather a growing appetite for what LOJIC has to offer, if effectively delivered and made more 
easily available. Ultimately, the future of LOJIC as a municipal and community resource will likely hinge 
on finding ways to tap into and leverage ever-changing societal expectations and shifts in technology. 
 
Next Steps and Remaining Timeline 
While the SI Team’s components of the Discovery Phase have been completed, the consultant work on 
the Best Practices report will continue through mid-February. Our consultant will deliver the Best GIS 
Practices report and Governance and Funding report in early February and mid-March, respectively.  
Immediately thereafter the SI Team has planned a two-month Creating Phase consisting of in-depth 
examination and evaluation of consultant findings and recommendations, brainstorming, investigating 
and prioritizing various initiatives related to LOJIC. Following completion of the Creating Phase, the SI 
Team will begin a one-month Mapping Phase to compile specific action items, formulate 
recommendations and craft a written report to present to the LOJIC Policy Board at the end of May, 
2015 (see Appendix 5). 
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Appendix 1 

 
Strategy Innovation Team Presentation on the History of LOJIC 

 



 

 

LOJIC 
Louisville/Jefferson County Information Consortium 

 
“If you build it they will come.” 

 
 

 

 

30 years of GIS partnership 

Origins of the “idea”, exploring feasibility, partnerships 

 

Building base data, system, staff /user expertise 

 

Growing critical data, applications, training, funding 

 

Evolution of technology, staff specialization, user explosion 

 

Integration of data/applications with other critical tools 

 

Web-based GIS, growing demands for public access, e-gov’t 

 

 



“Birth” of GIS in Louisville, KY 
Old Louisville Sewer Explosion 

Feb. 13, 1981 

 

 

1980’s – There’s gotta be a better way! 

 

1981 – Old Louisville sewer explosion 

 

1983 – Southwestern outfall floodgate failure 

 

1985 – Suburban area sewer expansion 

 

1987 – Countywide stormwater management 

 

 



 

 

1980’s – Together it’ll be better and cheaper. 

 

A “champion” stepped up with first funding, guidance, vision 

 

Feasibility study and implementation plan for community GIS 

 

Spring ‘86 aerial photos and plan/topo mapping 

 

Staff  of half-time “mapping coordinator” and 3 college grads 

 

MOU & 15-yr. agrmts with City, County, MSD for CM/DMS 

 

Technical Cmte formed to procure GIS HW/SW (Esri selected) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

1980’s – Together it’ll be better and cheaper. 

Policy Cmte formed to govern/direct growth and development 

 

PVA signs MOU and agmt with MSD to join CM/DMS 

 

Full-time Mapping Coordinator and Sytem Administrator  

 

Initial system/software installed by Esri (Prime, Tektronics, SUN) 

 

First group of 12 CM/DMS users complete Arc/Info training 

 

Studied other sites: CAGIS, IMAGIS, MAGIC, LINK, etc  

 

 

 

 



 

 

1990’s – Growing data, expertise, users 

...and a reputation 

Policy Cmte renames CM/DMS to LOJIC…and takes a year to 

design a new logo  

 

2-yr. PVA parcel mapping project begun 

 

New data created by partners: sewer/drainage, watersheds, zoning, 

land use, politicals, floodplains, street centerlines, site addresses, 

police/fire/EMS, parks, census, 5 updates of aerial 

photos/plan/topo, orthoimagery 

 

LWC joins LOJIC, builds water infrastructure data 

 

First data sharing agreement with UofL 

 

   

 

 

1990’s – Growing data, expertise, users 

...and a reputation 

Migrated from central Prime mini to distributed SUN 

 

ArcView put LOJIC on desktop pc’s, number of users tripled 

 

LOJIC staff at 9, organized into teams: data, apps, system, support 

 

Custom apps for maintenance of parcels, centerlines/addresses 

 

First public access apps at PVA and City Planning 

 

‘97 flood disaster increased reliance on LOJIC for emergencies  

 

 

 

 



 

 

1990’s – Growing data, expertise, users 

...and a reputation 

Policy Cmte renames CM/DMS to LOJIC…and takes a year to 

design a new logo  

 

2-yr. PVA parcel mapping project begun 

 

New data created by partners: sewer/drainage, watersheds, zoning, 

land use, politicals, floodplains, street centerlines, site addresses, 

police/fire/EMS, parks, census, 5 updates of aerial 

photos/plan/topo, orthoimagery 

 

LWC joins LOJIC, builds water infrastructure data 

 

‘97 flood response raised EMA reliance on LOJIC 

 

   

 

 

2000’s – Change is mandatory, 

we grow or die. 

LOJIC upgraded to ArcGIS 8.3, Oracle/SDE geodatabases and thin 

client/fat server using Citrix, eliminating local software 

 

Expanded aerial imagery and plan/topo mapping to Oldham, Bullitt 

 

4 updates of aerial imagery and plan/topo mapping 

 

ArcIMS and web apps Voter Info, Flood Determination, PVA 

subscription, My Louisville, Standard Info Map, EMA Map, Snow 

Routes, MetroWatch, CCI, Bike Routes  

 

Integrates with Hansen/MIDAS and develops suite of Hansen 

viewers in ArcView 3x 

 

 



 

 

2000’s – Change is mandatory, 

we grow or die. 

Executed ELA with Esri due to rapid growth in users and software 

consumption…leading to an increase in users 

 

Executed data sharing agreements with dozen local entities, 

suburban fire districts, municipalities, LG&E, etc 

 

Policy Cmte undertakes LOJIC Strategic Plan 

 

Deployed ArcGIS Server and migrated ArcIMS web apps 

 

With MetroTS developed ARRA web app 

 

Created suite of HARP viewers for Hansen users 

 

 

 

 

2010’s – Sustaining during lean times 

Upgrade to ArcGIS and Server 10.0 

 

New funding arrangement: partners share in capital expenses, 

MSD carries O&M, LOJIC maintains/enhances all existing 

data/apps 

 

2012 aerial imagery, LiDAR, thermal imagery, plan/topo updates 

 

Growth in users, especially Metro agencies 

 

Data migration, resource interfaces for Hansen upgrade,18-month 

project lasting 3 years  

 

 

 



 

 

2010’s – Sustaining during lean times 

Gearing up for upgrade to ArcGIS and Server 10.2 Winter 2014? 

 

A complete architecture change to Server; upgrade to Oracle 11g 

begun, web apps off ADF to JavaScript, upgrading AMD, 

exploring database replication to isolate web traffic 

 

Upgrade all HARP viewers and all other web apps 

 

Likely hold next aerial imagery and plan/topo update for bridges 

 

Hansen 8.3 upgrade looming… 

 

 

 

 

LOJIC Partners 

Louisville Metro 

Property Valuation Administrator 

Metropolitan Sewer District 

Louisville Water Company 



LOJIC “Subscribers” 

LG&E 

TARC 

KIPDA 

Seven County Services 

University of Louisville 

Courier-Journal 

Buechel Fire District 

Jeffersontown Fire District 

Lyndon Fire District 

Middletown Fire District 

Bullitt County 

Network Center for Community Change 

Louisville Metro Housing Authority 

Jefferson County Public Schools 

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

 

LOJIC Organization 

LOJIC Policy Board 

(Metro, PVA, LWC, MSD) 

Project Management Agency 

(MSD) 

LOJIC Technical Staff 

LOJIC Technical Committee 

LOJIC User Agencies/Depts. Ad Hoc Subcommittees 

LOJIC User Group Address Committee 

Plan Review 

Survey Control 

Products Policy 



LOJIC GIS Technical Staff 

Tom Luckett 
MSD IT Director 

Janice Earl 
Net./Tech. Support 

Curt Bynum 
LOJIC Manager 

Jane Poole 
Support Admin. 

Ken Bailey 
Support Spec. 

Julie Price 
Applications Admin.. 

Brian Meyers 
Web Admin. 

Chris Glasser 
Web Developer 

Stan Shelton 
Sr. GIS Analyst 

Bruce Carroll 
Database Admin. 

Chris Alldredge 
Database Analyst 

GIS Intern 

LOJIC  Operations & Capital  Budget 

$0 

$500,000 

$1,000,000 

$1,500,000 

$2,000,000 

$2,500,000 

88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 



Our Major Geospatial Databases 

• Digital  Orthoimagery / LiDAR – 6-inch color, 1-m classified 
LiDAR, Terrain Dataset, 2-3 year update 

• Planimetric / Topographic Mapping - compiled at 1”=100’,  
94 features, 3-year update cycle 

• Property  - 325,000 parcels, ownership, characteristics, 
assessment, historical data, sales, daily updates 

• Site Addresses / Street Address Ranges - daily updates, basis 
for E911, Hansen and various GIS geoprocessing applications 

• Utilities - sanitary sewer, storm drainage, water, gas, power 

• Planning - land use, form districts, zoning, preservation 
districts, political/administrative/emergency districts  

• Floodplain - FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps 

Our Major Applications 

• Land record maintenance/public access 

• Street centerline/address maintenance 

• Sewer & Drain record/facilities maintenance 

• Asset and work order management interface 

• Suite of custom Hansen/HARP viewers 

• E911 geo-data processing/response 

• Floodplain mgt. & insurance determination 

• MetroCall response/reporting 

• Pavement and street sign management 

• Crime statistics/analysis 

• Custom cartography/data products 

• Web-based GIS and public access 

 



Keys to LOJIC Partnership Success 

A GIS “Champion” stepped forward 

Financial and organizational commitment 

Early sense of “community” mission 

Appropriate use of consultants 

Long range goals, but met incremental needs 

Data, system, staff allowed to evolve 

Early involvement of other agencies 

Kept early low profile, didn’t oversell 

Investment in technical staff and core users 

Training, training, training 

Keys to LOJIC Partnership Success 

Each partner is responsible for data maintenance 

Databases built “from the ground up” 

Everybody plays, everybody pays 

Active Policy and Technical Committees 

Open to other partners and licensees 

Products and services to public / private sector 

Cooperative projects and applications 

Proactive user support 

Reliable central address database 



Benefits of Consortium Approach 

Strength in numbers 

Forces procedural / technical standards 

Eliminates redundancy 

Enhances data sharing 

Promotes coordination and cooperation 

Builds on itself 

Results are better public service 

LOJIC is a national success... 

1996 AM/FM/GITA GIS Excellence Award 

5  ESRI Special Achievement in GIS Awards 

6  ESRI GIS Application Development Awards  

3  ESRI Cartographic Design Awards 

2003 KAMP Exemplary System Award 

2003 URISA Exemplary Government System Award 

3 Champions for Children awards for GIS education 

2012 KAPA Outstanding Use of Technology Award 

 



 

 

LOJIC 
Louisville/Jefferson County Information Consortium 

 
“If you build it they will come.” 
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Appendix 2 

 
Self-Assessments by: 

LOJIC 

Louisville Water Company 

Property Valuation Administrator 

Metropolitan Sewer District 

Louisville Metro Government 

 



LOJIC Self-

Assessment Summary 

A Geographic Information System 

(GIS) Partnership to Meet Growing 

Community Needs 

 

Staff 
Tom Luckett 

MSD IT Director 

Curt Bynum 
LOJIC Manager 

Jane Poole 
LOJIC Customer 

Support Administrator 
 

Ken Bailey 
LOJIC Customer 

Support Specialist 
 

Bruce Carroll 
LOJIC Database 

Administrator 

Doy (Chris) 
Alldredge 

LOJIC Database 
Analyst 

 

Vacant 
GIS Intern 

Julie Price 
LOJIC Applications 

Administrator 

Brian Meyers 
LOJIC Web 

Administrator 

Stan Shelton 
LOJIC Applications 

Analyst 
 

Chris Glasser 
LOJIC Web Developer 

Vacant 
LOJIC Applications 

Analyst 
 

Janice Earl 

MSD Network/Technical 
Support Administrator 

 

Over 175+ years of experience 



Hardware and Software 

• ArcInfo Desktop 10.0 software deployed on 

a Citrix MetaFrame Presentation Server 4.5 

farm of Windows 2003 R2 Servers  

• ArcGIS Server 10.0 software deployed on 

Windows Server 2008 R2 Virtual Machine 

on an ESX farm  

• SDE version 10.0, Oracle 10G, Solaris 9 

 

Applications, Processes and 

Services 

• LOJIC Staff has created and /or supports 

over 25 applications and over 34 automated 

processes. 

• LOJIC Staff has created and supports over 

117 map, geocoding or feature web 

services. 



Customer Support 

• Support 125 Citrix users. 

• FTP data site used by 35 consultants and 10 

FTP licensees. 

• Six external agency Citrix licensees. 

• Licensees and in-office products revenue 

about $175,000 per year. 

 

LOJIC Budget 

• Detailed budget information starting in 

FY06 to projected budget to FY18. 

• FY10 – MSD starts subsidy. 

• FY16 – Partners start working toward 

reducing MSD subsidy over 3 years. 



Strengths/Weakness of LOJIC Staff 

& Structure 

Strengths  

• Experienced staff  

• Clear division of 

responsibility between 

teams (Data, Applications, 

Customer Support) 

• Very collaborative and work 

well as a team. 

Weaknesses 

• Lack of full time network 

administrator 

• No succession planning for 

experienced staff  retirement 

• Lack Research & 

Development Resources – 

(time, staff, software and 

hardware) 

• Underpaid compared to 

other MSD Depts and IT 

Industry 

Key Competencies/Weaknesses 

Key Competencies  

• Expertise in 

individual areas 

(data, applications, 

customer support) 

• Leadership 

• Planning 

Weaknesses 

• Training and 

expertise in new 

technology, software, 

application code. 

 



Major Projects/Services over the 

next 2 years 

• Oracle upgrade to 11g 

• ArcGIS ArcServer and Desktop upgrade to 10.2 

• HARP upgrade 

• Mobile Applications with Responsive Design 

(new and existing) 

• Routing 

• Database Replication 

• ArcGIS Online for Organizations 

Sufficient Resources? 
• Lack sufficient resources (people, hardware, 

software, skills) 

• Need more application developers 

• Need major upgrades to network infrastructure 

including Oracle, ArcGIS and Windows servers 

and Citrix. 

• Need major upgrade of major software including 

ArcGIS Desktop and Microsoft Office 

• More training in and hands-on experience with 

newer technologies.  



Future of LOJIC 

Opportunities  

• Mobile Technology 

including apps with 

responsive design. 

• More contemporary  Open 

Data policies. 

• More open web services 

• Routing 

• 3D mapping 

• More rapid app 

development via ArcGIS 

Online. 

 

 

Barriers 

• Lack of resources for 

Research and Development 

• Out of date data policy 

• Lack of GIS expertise 

among some LOJIC partners 

• Lack of collaboration from 

IT Staff. 

• IT infrastructure not set up 

for new technology. 
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Field of Today Self-Assessment 

Louisville Water Company 
July 2, 2014 

 

Agency Mission/Purpose 
 

The Louisville Water Company’s (LWC) Mission is to provide safe, high quality water and related services 

that deliver an exceptional value to its customers, its shareholder and the community. LWC provides this 

service in a 620 miles area covering all of Jefferson County, as well as portions of Bullitt and Oldham 

Counties in Kentucky. Additionally LWC wholesales water to numerous surrounding municipalities. The 

Company draws on the abundant water supply of the Ohio River t deliver water through over 4,150 miles 

of water mains. 

                       

 

Summary of GIS Mission/Purpose 
 

The mission of the GIS workgroup at LWC is to plan, direct, implement and support the advancement of 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS), spatial data, applications and tools for management, analysis, 

planning and operations. The workgroup tasked with promoting and supporting the automation of 

processes and data, and the integration/interfacing of information systems to leverage spatial capabilities. 

The GIS group for LWC is managed within the Infrastructure Records Process along with Surveying 

Services and Pipeline Construction Inspection. The alignment of these three work groups under one 

department leverages the relationships the groups have in authoring and maintaining spatial data, as well 

as supporting the overall role they play in managing various aspects of infrastructure records which are a 

cornerstone of water utility operations.  

 

The use of GIS at LWC began in 1992 with the development of Pipe Evaluation Modeling (PEM) in support 

of the Company’s aggressive Main Rehabilitation and Replacement Program (MRRP). LWC joined the LOJIC 

consortium in 1996 and converted all facility mapping data from AutoCAD to ESRI GIS format from 2000-

2003. At present, GIS has been implemented at all levels of management, planning and operations, thus the 

mission has expanded over time from engineering specific to “enterprise”.  

 

 

People  
 

The GIS workgroup at LWC is managed under the Infrastructure Records Process, which also includes the 

Surveying Services and Construction Inspection sub-processes. Surveying Services is tasked with providing 

field surveys for all LWC construction projects, surveying the location of all visible water facility features 

(e.g. hydrants, valves and meter vaults) for use in the GIS using GPS, and easement plats. Construction 

Inspection is tasked with the oversight of pipeline installation by both LWC and contractor construction 

crews. This involves the enforcement of standard pipeline installation specifications and safety protocols. 

Inspectors compile construction returns (“as-builts”) of the completed projects and supply them to the GIS 

work group for posting into the GIS. 

 

The LWC GIS currently has a staff of six people composed of a GIS Analyst, a GIS Application Developer, 

three GIS Technicians, and a Supervisor who reports to the Manager of Infrastructure Records. The 

manager of Infrastructure Records at LWC reports directly to the Vice President and Chief Engineer. 

(Exhibit 1.) 
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Exhibit 1. 

 

 
 

While the creation of construction drawings for pipeline projects is accomplished by Drafters dispersed 

among the various Engineering groups, All GIS data creation pertaining to pipeline facilities and related 

features is handled through the centralized GIS group. As the LWC GIS matured, it was recognized that 

certain geospatial data sets might need to be maintained or “owned” by other work groups. An example of 

this is the maintenance of pressure zone information and critical water main status by the Capital Planning 

and Hydraulics work process. Changes to these data sets are authored by staff in this department but are 

still funneled through the GIS group for final posting. 

 

Having edits to the GIS flow through the core GIS group has been essential to data standards, consistency 

and integrity. As LWC continues developing and implementing GIS solution for various work groups, 

particularly those in the field, there is a growing need to address the ability for individuals to feed data sets 

(via digital forms for maintenance data) into the main databases without a quality review. LWC has tried to 

control these situations as best possible through the use of field domains and required fields where 
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possible, but the main emphasis must be on user education and post-transactional automated quality 

checks. 
 
 

Competencies 
 

LWC GIS personnel have a broad, applied understanding of the GIS field, with extensive knowledge in the 

areas of pipeline facilities, construction and mapping. 

 

Strengths 

• Current GIS Technicians have a cumulative facility mapping and GIS experience of 55 years. The GIS 

group as a whole, including the Manager of Infrastructure Records, has experience totaling more than 

125 years in the fields of GIS and mapping. While high, this number was even greater prior to 

retirements over the past two years.  

• The GIS Analyst, GIS Supervisor and Infrastructure Records Manager have extensive experience in both 

the intricacies of GIS data management, and process analysis and redesign. The latter skills have been 

key elements in designing GIS tools and systems that have used GIS to enhance the way LWC does 

business. Focusing on process and operational Improvements has been the key. 

• Due to the success and stability of the GIS, personnel are looked to as leaders in the development of 

other developments and initiatives such as an enterprise asset management strategy.  

 

Challenges 

• It is a struggle to maintain and expand skill sets and competencies as GIS continues to be absorbed 

more and more into main stream information technology. Funding for training and professional 

development is scarce  

• LWC operates at a “lean and mean” staffing level where people develop broad skill sets and provide 

multiple functions. This makes people very difficult to replace, and LWC has no well-defined succession 

planning for the GIS area. 

 

 

Equipment/Software/Applications  
 

Software 

 

ESRI Software Licenses 

ArcInfo 16 

ArcEditor CU 3 

Viewer CU 11 

Spatial Analyst 1 

3D Analyst 1 

NW Analyst 3 

Publisher 1 

Server Ent. Basic 2 

Staging Ent. Advanced 2 

Server Ent. Advanced 3 

ArcEngine Runtime (25 Pack) 5 

Workflow Mgr. (JTX) 1 

EDN 2 
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Hardware 

 
Internal GIS Servers: 

 

• VENUS – SDE 9.3.1 and Data server 

o OS: LINUX 

o Oracle:  Linux Release 6.5 GNOME 2.28.2 

 

• STRATUS  -- Main ArcGIS Server production server 

o OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 

� Service Pack 1 

o Contains IIS webserver and ArcServer 10.0 

o Hosts PDMS and SPIN 

 

• CUMULUS  -- Internal test ArcGIS Server and script server 

o OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 

� Service Pack 1 

o Contains IIS webserver and ArcServer 10.0 

o TEST server mirroring SPIN and PDMS 

o Currently splitting Python scripting with server GISINT until all scripts can be 

ported to THRD-GISINT. Once this is finished, plans for CUMULUS to become EXACT 

test mirror of STRATUS as part of DEV -> TEST -> PRODUCTION environment 

 

• THRD-GISINT – Internal GIS server 

o OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 

� Service Pack 1 

o Currently contains only ArcGIS Desktop 10.0 

o Future plans for ALL Python scripts to be ran from here 

o Future plans to serve as integration environment for ArcServer 10.0 

� Then 10.2 when ready to begin testing 

o Hosts Bugtracking site for mobile SPIN 

 

Internal Mobile GIS Servers 

• FOZZIE 

o OS: Windows Server 2003 Standard 

o Staging server for T.C. Technology Mobile GIS software. 

• KERMIT 

o OS: Windows Server 2003 Standard 

o Staging server for T.C. Technology Mobile GIS software. 

 

Internal Project Tracking Server 

• THRD/TRACKER 

o OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 

o Server for LWC Engineering Project Tracking Software 
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External GIS Server 

• CIRRUS – Externally  server 

o OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 

� Service Pack 1 

o Contains IIS webserver and ArcServer 10.1 

o Main function now is to host SPIN Mobile and its accompanying map services 

 

Applications 

 

Spatial Pipeline Infrastructure Network (SPIN) 

SPIN is an flex-based ArcGIS Server intranet web application intended to provide GIS capabilities to all LWC 

employees with computers and intranet access. The original SPIN application was an ArcIMS application 

launched in 2004. The current ArcGIS Server application was launched in 2012. The application contains a 

wide array of tools to facilitate use by personnel from different departments with varying areas of focus. 

SPIN is the primary tool for general GIS users in the office at LWC. 

 

Mobile SPIN 

Mobile Spin is a Java based, lighter version of the desktop spin application delivered on smart phones and 

tablets. The application is designed for light GIS users, such as supervisors and managers, to allow access to 

pipeline facility data and tools while in the field. The application is served out from a secure, outward facing 

server and may be utilized on multiple smart device platforms. 

 

Plant Drawing Management System (PDMS) 

The PDMS was LWC’s first implementation of an ArcGIS Server application. It was launched in 2010 and is 

still a critical resource today. The application has provided both a document management solution and 

operational risk mitigation by providing spatial and tabular referencing of drawings and plans for LWC 

plant facilities and structures. While the original document portion of the PDMS focused on drawings, 

current efforts underwayare linking other documents associated with plant facility assets, such as 

inspection reports and maintenance manuals. 

 

Mapbook (T.C. Technology) 

In 2006 LWC implemented mobile GIS for field personnel using Mapbook software by T.C. Technology (an 

Esri business partner). The software resides on laptops in LWC vehicles. It is ArcGIS Engine Runtime based 

and provides multiple tools for field personnel to assess the pipeline infrastructure while performing their 

work. Personnel “sync” with the mobile mapping server to obtain the latest data updates before departing 

the LWC distribution system. Once disconnected from the network the unit operates as a self-sufficient unit 

independent of LWC servers. Laptops with air cards and data plans also have the ability to sync while in the 

field. LWC has implemented multiple interfaces between the Mapbook software and the existing work 

order and maintenance data system. 
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Current and Future Projects 
 

Mobile GIS for Smart Devices 

LWC continues developing enhancements for the mobile version of the Spatial Pipeline Infrastructure 

Network (SPIN) application. The application is designed for light GIS users, such as supervisors and 

managers, to allow access to pipeline facility data and tools while in the field. The application is served out 

from a secure, outward facing server and may be utilized on multiple smart device platforms. 

 

Customer Care and Billing (CC&B) Interfaces with GIS 

The current project for implementation of Oracle Customer Care and Billing at LWC has provided 

numerous opportunities to both improve and create relationships between customer data and the GIS. It is 

also an opportunity to establish the system of record for data shared between the systems and the leverage 

the power of the GIS to enhance how customer data is used in day to day planning and operations. 

 

Flushing and Cross Connection Program Interfaces with CC&B 

The LWC Flushing and Cross Connection backflow prevention inspection work done in the Water Quality 

Process utilize the Mobile information Management System (MIMS), a product of LWC’s mobile GIS vendor 

T.C. Technology. These work flows are fed in part by customer input and must rely heavily on interfacing 

with the new CC&B system.  

 

Transmission Main Condition Assessment 

LWC’s most recent effort focused on a specific area of asset management involves the condition assessment 

of large transmission water mains. The condition assessment poses a challenge for GIS in that it views 

pipeline facilities segment by segment and joint by joint rather than the “runs of pipe” from valve to valve 

found in most GIS data models. This is a complete change of modeling and analysis compared to the original 

Pipe Evaluation Model which looked at a street segment level of pipe performance. LWC is currently 

investigating the best way to maintain the appropriate levels of data precision and accuracy to facilitate 

multiple levels of asset management.  

 

ArcGIS 10.2 Upgrade 

LWC’s migration to ArcGIS 10.2 will involve significant upgrades of the ESRI Spatial Database Engine (SDE) 

as well as extensive changes to the current ArcGIS Server architecture, the platform on which LWC’s main 

GIS web applications (SOIN and PDMS) reside. Staff are hoping to begin this effort in late 2014. 

 

Enterprise Asset Management 

While LWC’s many efforts at managing assets demonstrate progressive thinking with specific focus, 

they have not been a part of an overall corporate or enterprise asset management strategy. Developing 

such a common framework is the current task of a corporate team examining how all Company assets fit 

into this overall scheme. GIS is playing a leadership role in this as both a hub and enabling technology. 

Currently work is focused on defining data models for company-wide assets not housed in the GIS, 

including plant facilities. LWC hopes to have a completed and comprehensive enterprise asset 

management strategy to provide input for the anticipated project work on Oracle Work and Asset 

Management (WAM) targeted to begin in 2015. 
 

Challenges 

• For all intents and purposes Esri is a monopoly with the power to push the market and users in the 

direction where they want to go. Esri’s solutions often seem more geared toward connecting the world 

under one GIS umbrella (controlled by them) rather than addressing the needs of specific customers or 

market niches.  
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• Having only a single developer on staff limits the capacity to do work. This makes scheduling and 

prioritization critical. 

• Are there adequate resources to support what is developed? (See “lean and mean” comment in staff 

challenges). 

 

 

Current Uses Of and/or Dependencies On LOJIC and LOJIC staff.  

 

Data Downloads 

LOJIC Data is downloaded to the main LWC GIS server (Venus) every weekend. This arrangement was 

made when LWC first joined LOJIC in 1996 due to the fact that LWC was not a part of the CitiNet network 

and also wanted to have autonomous control over server availability/up-time. There have been no known 

data currency issues caused as a result of the weekly update cycle in the eighteen years since LWC became 

a LOJIC partner. 

 

Technical Support 

There are five people at LWC who contact LOJIC directly for technical support and assistance. Other LWC 

personnel are directed to route any questions concerning GIS and/or LOJIC through these individuals. This 

is the most effective and efficient methodology due to the fact that the average internal user often does not 

have a clear understanding of the difference between data that is created and maintained by LOJIC and that 

which is created and maintained by LWC. There also may be problems that are perceived to be with “LOJIC” 

data, but the problem is on the LWC server side as opposed to the LOJIC data side. Due to these 

complexities, making these determinations internally at LWC is essential. 

 

Development Support 

LWC has never depended on or utilized LOJIC staff for applications development; however, LOJIC staff have 

always been willing to share knowledge and ideas when requested in support of LWC’s development 

initiatives. LWC’s overall strategy has been one of independent development to support specific water 

utility operational needs, while insuring that all development maintains compatibility with LOJIC data and 

systems.  

 

Applications 

LWC personnel may occasionally utilize one of LOJIC public web applications for specialized information, 

but by and large the vast majority of the access to and utilization of LOJIC data is accomplished through one 

of LWC’s applications or directly through ArcGIS.  

 

Critical Data 

Data created by LOJIC (e.g. planimetric data. topographic data, etc.), and some data made available through 

LOJIC  (e.g. street centerline, site addresses, parcels, etc.) form the spatial foundation  on which LWC both 

references it’s pipeline infrastructure, and integrates GIS functionality into daily operations.  The data is 

incorporated in varying forms into every internal GIS application used by LWC.  The loss of this foundation 

would force LWC to look for alternatives or author its own data at a considerably higher cost. 

 

 

Future LOJIC and GIS Needs and Wants 

 

As a regional water utility, one of the biggest GIS challenges LWC faces is a lack of regional data. The 

incorporation of Bullitt and Oldham Counties into the LOJIC PTD and imagery acquisitions has been an 

essential resource for the company’s operational needs. Challenges still exist for those areas where reliable 

street centerlines, site addresses and parcel data are not available. LWC, as well as Louisville Metro, have a 
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vested interest in seeing LOJIC continue to grow as a regional GIS provider. This spans beyond utility 

operations into planning and economic development for the region. 

 

One of the biggest threats to LOJIC is from those who do not understand the difference between the highly 

detailed and accurate data compiled by LOJIC that is necessary for proper utility operations, and the 

generalized, sometimes outdated information found through personal GIS portals. 



















Field of Today Self-Assessment 

Jefferson County Property Valuation Administration 

July 30, 2014 

 

AGENCY FUNCTION & OVERVIEW 

The Jefferson County Property Valuation Administration (PVA) is responsible for assessing all property in 
Jefferson County, both real and personal, at fair market value.  The office operates under the Kentucky 
Department of Revenue and is led by an elected Property Valuation Administrator.  The Jefferson 
County PVA oversees a total assessment roll of approximately $62 billion, maintains the county’s parcel 
database as a partner in LOJIC, and manages over 313,000 total real property records.  The office is 
allowed a maximum of 75 employees but the current staff size is only 60. 

 

      

MAPPING/GIS DEPARTMENT OVERVIEW 

Maintenance of parcel records and maps has always been one of PVA’s core responsibilities.  The 
office’s utilization of GIS began with the conversion of old paper maps to digital map layers in 1992.  
While there was some custom mapping being done by an IT deputy from the mid 1990’s to early 2000’s, 
the vast majority of GIS work was performed by the Mapping department staff maintaining the parcel 
database.  In fall of 2006, a separate department (GIS) was spun off to focus exclusively on research, 
analysis and workflow support for PVA’s residential & commercial valuation departments and office 
administration.  Currently, the Mapping department has a staff of 4 editors (3FT, 1 PT), while GIS has 2 
full time analysts (including the team director) with a 3rd starting employment in August 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ORGANIZATION 

 

 

 

 



   Advantages of structure: 

- Mapping & Ownership departments located in same room – they work 
hand-in-hand 

- Concentration of  mapping-specific knowledge in Maproom staff 
- Open-ended nature of GIS department – adjust on the fly 

 

 

Disadvantages of structure: 

- Silo effect 
- Perception of being separate from rest of office 
- Confusion among other office staff about exactly what GIS is and what the 

department does 
- These departments sometimes left out of the loop regarding office news 

due to overall office structure 

 

 

COMPETENCIES 

 Strengths: 

- Tremendous experience level – mappers have approx. 80 years of 
experience 

- Mappers provide excellent customer service based off their knowledge 
- As a team, mappers take pride in their responsibility to provide & maintain 

accurate parcel data  
- Both mapping & GIS departments provide valuable assistance to other 

departments within PVA 

Challenges: 

- Revolving door of talent in GIS department 
- Cleaning up inaccuracies in parcel data 
- Lack of training of mapping staff to expand their skills 
- Need to educate other departments as to how GIS can assist in their 

workflows 
- Communication needs to improve throughout organization 
- Finding effective ways to provide specific data to different PVA departments 
- No succession plan 



CURRENT & FUTURE PROJECTS 

- Office beginning migration in summer 2014 to new Computer Assisted Mass 
Appraisal (CAMA) software – this is PVA’s core software.  New application 
will support web mapping services & mobile mapping on iPad with 
disconnected editing of CAMA data. 

- ArcGIS 10.2 upgrade – changes for everyone, including editing extension 
used by mappers. 

- Continued documentation of common tasks handled by GIS department 
- Automation of some common tasks handled by GIS 
- Work towards providing more easy-to-access data to internal staff and 

external customers 
- Consolidation of various map applications – moving away from Department 

of Redundancy Department  

 

CURRENT SOFTWARE / APPLICATIONS 

- All mappers & GIS staff access ArcGIS Desktop 10 via Citrix 
- Map edits are performed using Smart Data Strategies’ (SDS) DREAMaps 

Mapper extension to ArcMap 
- Pictometry used extensively throughout office 
- SDS DREAMaps Analyst application utilized in Residential Research 

department – incorporates web services published through LOJIC 
- ArcGIS Explorer used by Commercial department staff to support various 

workflows 
- PVA website utilizes both desktop and mobile maps for subscribers using 

web services published through LOJIC 

 

DEPENDENCIES ON LOJIC STAFF 

- Keep us connected! 
- Development & continued support of various web applications – includes 

design, development and routine updates 
- LOJIC Online Map utilized frequently by PVA staff 
- General technical support & troubleshooting 

 

 

 



FUTURE GIS NEEDS / WANTS 

- Streamline data transfer between PVA & LOJIC – PVA data currently only 
transferred to LOJIC on a weekly basis.  This will change to daily transfer 
with our new CAMA system. 

- Continue to consolidate applications – GIS became the Department of 
Redundancy Department for a while but we’re moving away from that 

- Enhanced web maps/applications (desktop and mobile) for both internal 
staff and website subscribers, with more control in PVA’s hands 

- Share Pictometry with LOJIC partners 

 



Field of Today Self-Assessment Guide 
For MSD's GIS Services and Records 

July 23, 2014 
 

I. Agency Name and Function 
       
  The Louisville Jefferson County Metropolitan Sewer District's (MSD) mission is to 
provide Wastewater, Drainage and Flood Protection services for our 240,000 sewer and 
drainage customers. We maintain more than 3,000 miles of sewers, operate 6 regional 
wastewater quality treatment centers, 16 small treatment centers and 290 Pumping Stations.  
There is more than 6,000 miles of drainage pipes and channels in our service area. MSD 
maintains 29 miles of Levee and 16 Flood Pumping Stations that protect Metro Louisville 
from Ohio River flooding.  As the local FEMA floodplain administrator for the community 
we also manage both the FEMA floodplain ordinance and the local floodplain ordinance. 
                     

 
II. Summary of Mission/Purpose - 

  
 GIS Services and Records became a department in the fall of 1997.  After the Flood of 
March 1, 1997 is was determined that a centralized GIS and Records department was needed 
to support the growing needs of MSD.  We maintain more than 160 GIS data layers, provide 
system and user support for both eB (our imaging software) and  Hansen.   Some of the GIS 
data maintained includes, sewer mains and manholes, stormwater impervious areas, green 
infrastructure, hazardous materials storage, sanitary sewer overflows, floodplains, customer 
service requests, rain event hotspots, easements  and capital project locations. GIS is utilized 
all throughout MSD.   Engineering, Customer Relations, Operations, Legal, Industrial 
Compliance and Monitoring and Finance departments use GIS applications and GIS data 
every day. 

 
  



 
III. The People of GIS Services and Records –  

 
 The GIS Service and Records department is made up of 10 staff members.  Our newest 
employee started in 2010. 

 
 

 



 
 

Advantages/disadvantages to the way your GIS is staffed/structured. 
 

Advantages - 
• As-built/GIS processes are connected 
• Now part of Engineering 

 
 Disadvantages -  
 

• Often are the last to get the information, but then the first place someone 
looks for the information. (more locational I think) 

 
 

      IV. Competencies of MSD GIS Services and Records 
  

Competencies -  
• Great at assisting other departments 
• Dependable and take pride in what we do 
• Work well as a team 

 
Challenges -  

• No succession Plan 
• Lack of communication with management 
• Little emphasis on training in the past 



• Reorganization moved the technical support of eB to IT.  Still feeling our 
way through who is responsible for what. 

• Hiring of Hansen/MIDAS system support person divided the support tasks 
for Hansen.  Again, we are still feeling our way through who is responsible 
to what tasks.  

• Low moral due to audit, reorganization, changes to the evaluation process 
and One Water  

• Loss of GIS programmer in reorganization - allowed us to automate a lot of 
processes 

 
 

VI. Current and Future Projects 
   

• Metadata updates of the MSD data layers in SDE 
• Procedures updates of all MSD GIS Services and Records processes 
• ArcGIS 10.2 upgrade 
• Hansen 8.3 upgrade will allow for Mobile opportunities 
• Staff Development Plan 
• Capital Projects (again) 
• Coordinate Capital Improvements (again) 
• 3D representations of IOAP retention projects 

 
VII. Equipment/Software –  

 
Same as LOJIC 

 
 

VIII. Current Uses Of and/or Dependencies On LOJIC Staff  
 
Data Downloads - of GIS data for consultants working on MSD projects 
 
Programming Support - MSD GIS programming functions were moved to LOJIC as part 
of the reorganization to help maintain specific LOJIC standards and consistent 
technology advances. 
 
Base data updates -  

• Continued need in routine base data updates 
• Regional base data will be needed if the Regional WQTC is built 

  
 System updates - need to happen on a more routine basis.  We fell too far behind in the 
 last several years and are paying for it now. 

 
       IX. Future of GIS Services and Records 
 
 Continue to promote the use of GIS and eB through out MSD. 
 Continued eB support 
 Continued Hansen support  
 One Water ? 

Advanced Asset Management 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

Engineering Records  
•eB 
•asbuilt records storage 
•Bids 
•User support and training 
 

GIS   
•data editing 
•GIS applications 
•Mapping 
•User support and training 

 
Hansen 

•Asset management 
•Customer service requests 
•Work Orders  
•User support and training 

the Department with three hats 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

Who uses it? – GIS, eB and Hansen 

•GIS Services and Records 
•Engineering/RS 
•Operations 
•Maintenance 
•Customer Relations 
•Industrial Compliance and Monitoring  
•Emergency Response 
•Physical Assets 
•Legal 
•Revenue 
•Infrastructure and Flood Protection 
•IT 
 

 

Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

•Began with Trimco in 1994.  Started out as a document storage for Sewer/Drainage 
plans.  Began scanning other documents for storage and fast retrieval. Documents 
include: 
 

Sewer and Drainage Plans    Red Books  
Engineering Contracts    Sewer and Drainage Atlases 
Service Requests     CSO Fact Sheets 
Work Orders    EPA exhibits 
Easements     Firm Maps 
MSD property deeds    Flood Ins Studies 
Vehicle Damage claims w/pictures   LOMC 
C.O.E. Floodwall/Levee    Manholes 
Records Storage Inventory Lists,   Open Record Requests 
Water management plans (Site & Subd) O & M Manuals  
Consent Decree Documents, starting 2005 SOP Manuals 
MSD Signs    Subdivision Plats 
      
 
•2008-09 Metro Gov began using eB for Hansen -  

 License, Trade Apps, Building Apps, Case Apps, etc. 
 

Now has capability to link documents so you get the whole picture, i.e. Sewer Rehab 
Projects and the Contract and the original as-builts  

Engineering Records 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

MSD meets the GIS world 

•Charter member of LOJIC – 1985 
 
•Flood of 1997 - Centralized GIS Support - 
GIS users spread throughout MSD, little or 
no coordination on projects 
 

 

 

Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

Data Collected and Maintained by MSD 
(160 published layers and growing) 

LOMC   Mowing  Catch Basins 
IOAP   Rain Gauges  MSD Properties 
CSO   Solution  Streams 
Drainage  Closures  WMPD 
DRSA   Storage Basins Capital Projects?  
ERICase  HotSpots  Vaults 
FLDGATE  LE   Viaducts 
FPS   Manhole  MSD Signs 
SSA   Levee   PSC 
Floodplains  Mjstream  Sewers 
SPS   STP   Green Inf 
HAZMAT  SSO   SCADA Alarms 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

MSD uses our GIS for daily work... 

 Centralized data repository 

 Address matching and 
mailing lists 

 Public access 

 Spatial analysis 

 Rapid response to requests  

  for information 

 Modeling 

 Sewer tracing 

 Maps, maps, maps... 

 Data and more data… 
 

 

 

Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

MSD’s GIS Applications & Their Users 
   (just a sample) 

•EGIS – first responders, Customer Relations 
•GeoAdmin - GIS Services 
•SRIAMS - Revenue/GIS Services 
•HARP – MSD and Metro Government 
•Classic Viewer – none Hansen users 
 
 
Web Apps available to the public 
•Mowing  
•Floodplain Determinations 
•IOAP Projects 
•CSO/SSO locations 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

All of this… 
 was not built in a day. 

 

Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

1946 -MSD created to provide sanitary sewer  
 service for Jefferson County 
 
1981 - Sewer explosion  
 
1985 - LOJIC consortium created 
 
1987 - MSD took over responsibility for drainage and 
 flood protection 
 
1989 – first installation of Hansen software  
 (used by TV crews on 1 PC) 
 
1994 – Trimco imaging system 
 
1995 – Hansen begins to evolve 
 
1997 – Flood of ‘97 - GIS Department Created 

 

Historical Moments 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

the Evolution of Hansen 

 

Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

1989 - first installation of Hansen Software 
 
1995 - the Move to an Enterprise System Started 

•MSD started a GIS sewer conversion 
 project 
•30,000 + Engineering Records in Trimco 
•2,800 miles of sewers, 27 TP, 204 PS  

(on hand drawn atlas sheets) 
•200,000 property service connections in a 
different database 
 

1997 – Sewer data main available in the GIS 
  Work Order System now available 
  Began the Drainage Conversion Project 
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Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

1998 – Migrated PSC and catch basin data to Hansen 
 from Main Frame databases 
 
2000 – Migrated Customer Service data to Hansen 
 from CRS (Customer Request System)    
 Louisville Metro Government SRs 
 
2002 - Unified Plan Review and Permits Project with 
 MSD and Louisville Metro 
 Still not done 
 
2008 – Moved Metro Ops assets – PS and Small TPs 
 from SAP for WOs 
 
2013 – Hansen 8 
 
What’s next….? 

 
 
 

 

Louisville & Jefferson County MSD 

Questions? 
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Field of Today Self-Assessment Guide 
Louisville Metro 

 
I. Agency Name and Function 

       
We are the City of Louisville Government. Our functions include citizen safety, city 
infrastructure such as sidewalks, road and traffic lights, providing necessary services such as 
waste pickup and vacant lot maintenance, administering permits; i.e. activities, new 
construction, etc. amongst many other, often mission-critical, services. 

 
The diverse array of functions provided by our City departments and agencies directly affect 
citizens every day in every part of their lives.  

                     
II. Summary of Mission/Purpose - 
 
Louisville Metro Government has a long history of Geographic Information System (GIS) use 
through the Louisville/Jefferson County Information Consortium (LOJIC) dating back to the late 
1980’s when the City and County were separate entities.  

The current state of GIS efforts within Metro: 

• Metro’s business relationship with LOJIC is managed by MTS however MTS does not 
manage GIS for the enterprise. Currently, there is not a GIS governing body for the 
enterprise. 

• Metro’s relationship with LOJIC has been one where some Metro GIS resources have 
built strong relationships with LOJIC technical staff and other resources have not; 
there is no coordinated enterprise effort.  

• Historically there has been no single point of contact or service level manager from 
LOJIC working with Metro. 

• Strategic decisions on GIS direction and technology have been outsourced to LOJIC. 

• Usage and skill levels throughout departments range from light users who view maps 

to heavy users performing in-depth analysis.  
• Some departments use GIS for mission-critical functions such as public safety 

services and planning efforts, and city services. 
• Training, procurement, maintenance, and deployment of GIS technology is largely 

carried out by LOJIC 
• Louisville Metro Government’s relationship with ESRI has been largely coordinated 

through LOJIC. 
• The focus of GIS efforts remains divided into their respective divisions but could better 

leverage the technology with the coordination of idea sharing, workflows, 

methodologies, and training. 
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People (have LOJIC license) 
 

Name Agency/Department Position Title 
Coomes, Brad APCD Environmental Coord. 
Dewitt, Billy APCD Environmental Super. 
Frazar, Bryan APCD Info Systems Analyst 
King, Michelle APCD Environmental Super. 

Dyer, Jeremy 
Community Serv & 
Revitalization 

Program Coordinator 

Humphries, Al 
Community Serv. & 
Revitalization 

 
Info Services Analyst 

Stauffer, Curtis 
Community Serv. & 
Revitalization 

 
Grant Coordinator 

Durham, Dennis Election Center  
Grider, Dave Election Center  
Robinson, Holly Election Center  

Bottom, Jim EMA 
Emergency Mgmt 
Serv 

Baltimore (Bullitt), Elaine EMA/MetroSafe GIS Specialist 
Reynolds, Ron EMA/MetroSafe GIS Supervisor 
Wilson, Julian EMA/MetroSafe GIS Specialist 
Tully, Michael EMS EMS Manager 
Livers, Terri Fire Trustees Exec. Fire Admin. 
Harrison, Rick Fire Trustees - Buechel Fire Fire Chief 
Longstreet, Andy Fire Trustees - Middletown Fire  
Burks, Maisah Health and Wellness Epidemiologist 

Hosch, Steve Health and Wellness 
Emergency Prep 
Planner 

Janes, Rebecca Health and Wellness Intern 

Martino, Ashton Health and Wellness 
Quality Improve. 
Coord. 

Pallam, Haritha Health and Wellness Epidemiologist 

Rock, Peter Health and Wellness 
Health Program 
Analyst 

Sthapit, Swopnil Health and Wellness Intern-Food Hygiene 

Vanderpool, Matt Health and Wellness 
Environ. Health 
Specialist 

Davenport, Nick LFPL Computer Operator 
Fitch, Claudia LFPL Library Assistant 

Boyle (Wiseman), Carol LMPD 
Research & 
Development 

Conrad, Ryan LMPD Crime Analyst 
Corum, Jennifer LMPD Crime Analyst 
Gillespie, Dan LMPD Crime Analyst 
Masden, Donnie LMPD Planning & Tech Sgt. 
Meagher, Matthew LMPD Admin. Services Lt. 
Monroe, Brent LMPD Crime Analyst 
Schroeder, Robert  LMPD Admin. Services Mgr. 
Leake, Jack Louisville Fire Network Admin. 
Chen, Julienne Mayor's Office - Bloomberg Project Manager 
Noll, Mark Mayor's Office - Bloomberg Project Coordinator 
Sizemore, Steve Mayor's Office - Louisville Loop GIS Analyst 
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Ashley, Steve Metro Parks Supervisor 1 
Boz, Milana Metro Parks Parks Coordinator 1 
Canuel, Jason Metro Parks Assistant Director 
Hilton, Larry Metro Parks  
Knox, Bennett Metro Parks Parks Administrator 
Lewis, Bryan Metro Parks  
Waltman, Major Metro Parks Project Coordinator 
Wilding, David Metro Parks Project Architect 

Hamner, Jess MTS 
Applications Dev 
Coord. 

Kessinger, Holly MTS Project Manager 

Meador, Sharon MTS 
Applications Dev 
Coord. 

Post, Ben MTS GIS Analyst 

Render, Scott MTS 
E-Communications 
Mgr. 

Brown, Christopher Planning & Design Planner 1 
Dock, Joel Planning & Design Planning/Design Intern 
Doyle, Matthew Planning & Design Planner I 
Fogle, Cheryl Planning & Design Associate Planner 
Johnson, Cynthia Planning & Design Historic Preserv Spec 
King, Michael Planning & Design Planning Tech 

Lauago, Andrea Planning & Design 
Management 
Assistant 

Liu, Emily Planning & Design 
Planning & Design 
Super. 

Lutz, Stephen Planning & Design Planner II 

Reverman, Joe Planning & Design 
Planning & Design 
Super. 

Thomas, Regina Planning & Design Planning Technician 
Wagner, David Planning & Design Planner II 
Wells, Lee Planning & Design Planning Tech 
Dow, Greg Public Works CAD-GIS Technician 
Eisinger, Rolf (John) Public Works Engineering Tech II 
Gardner, Philip Public Works GIS Analyst 
Marconi, Andrea Public Works Engineer II 
Metcalfe, Andrew Public Works Engineer II 
Richardson, Angela Public Works GIS Analyst 

Williams, Rich Zoo 
Zoo Facilities 
Supervisor 

 
In addition to those mentioned above the E-Gov team also connects with LOJIC during custom 
application development.  That includes: 
 
Gantner, Matt MTS Web Designer 
Gotth-Olsen, Matt MTS Web Designer 
Kron, Harry MTS System Architect 
Reynolds, Mike MTS Database Administrator 
 
 
IV. Competencies 
 
Metro Competencies: 
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Competencies within Metro Government vary across the organization.  In some departments 
we have highly trained and skilled analysts that use GIS 100% of their time to perform data 
collection, layer creation, asset maintenance, analysis, professional grade map production and 
web map publishing.  These departments include Public Works, Community Services and 
Revitalization, Public Health and Wellness, Louisville Fire, LMPD, Planning and Design, 
Economic Growth and Innovation, and APCD.  Other departments, including APCD, Codes 
and Regulations, Metro Parks, Louisville Zoo, and some Public Works employees, use GIS for 
just a small portion of their work such as producing a quick map for use in meetings or relying 
on GIS data for operational work or asset maintenance.   
 
Some of our biggest weaknesses are the lack of training on cartography best practices and 
limited or no QC knowledge for the datasets that they are submitting to the partnership.  
LOIJC provides some QC support before the datasets get moved to the production SDE 
database.   
 
  
E-Gov Competencies:   
The E-Gov team is very well versed in Web Technologies and emerging trends in the web/app 
space.  We focus on providing quality services to help the citizen do as much online as 
possible.  Our team focuses on building great end user experiences.  The team works well as 
a group and works to come up with good designs for the end user.  We are good at providing 
these services around the clock. 
 
To date we have not focused on mapping applications, only doing map applications 
occasionally.  Therefore our team is not strong in mapping applications, as since the last time 
we built one, the technology changed.  We believe there are many more needs for mapping 
applications, both internally and externally and therefore will need to focus more on this 
technology.  We have worked with ESRI to create training plans for our developers.   
 
We as developers are not as familiar with the GIS toolset and therefore get hung up on some 
mapping terms that LOJIC and other partners may not as they work directly with ESRI tools.   
 
We have one GIS analyst on our team who is very familiar with GIS desktop tools and helps 
other departments by generating maps at their request.  We are growing his skill set to include 
ArcGIS online and to help us with the steps needed to publish a mapping service. 
 
MetroSafe Competencies: 
• The GIS Team for MetroSafe is very skilled in maintaining the emergency 911 Street 

Addresses and Street Centerline database, processing changes and notifying proper 
agencies. 

• Our Key competencies would be maintaining the emergency 911 street addresses and 
street centerlines database for Louisville/Jefferson County. 

• A weakness is analysis of emergency situations – ability to quickly provide aerials of the 
area, mining data for deciding what schools or nursing facilities would be impacted by the 
event, ability to cross borders for information. 

• Need to improve Ad-hoc query capability of existing geospatial data and display. 
• No common platform to share results of any geospatial query, especially open records 

requests. 
• Data conversion from ESRI to GeoMedia for MetroSafe CAD system is arduous. 
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VI. Current and Future Projects  

 
Metro, as a whole, is using GIS in a wide variety of ways such as web map development, 
computer aided dispatch for emergency services, and spatial analysis and statistics.  There 
are a large number of users that benefit from GIS every day. For example, agencies and 
departments regularly make and analyze maps and citizens view our maps on either MapIt or 
on a department’s web page.  

LFD is using GIS to report where calls for runs are, where there might be clusters of runs or 
fires and to find the best place to locate firehouses.  LFD could really benefit from using GIS to 
know where all shut off valves and gas lines are as well as the floor plans and occupant 
capacity as they approach the burning structure.  This need is currently unmet and would 
benefit from further study to determine the optimal way to meet the need.  

LFD is responsible for contributing data to LOJIC and consuming data through software called 
Firehouse as well as reaping the benefits from the EMA CAD system.  The data from CAD 
gets the responders to the scene and also pushes data to Firehouse so that reports and 
inspections can be managed and completed.   

LMPD is using GIS to report crime statistics with the hope that analyzing the statistics over 
time and place could aid in preventing crime.  Each week they hold CompStat meetings and 
go over the data collected through GIS. To prepare for this meeting, a team of people analyze 
data, run statistical reports, and create maps that aid in presenting that data to the group.  
Seeing where crimes are happening helps them schedule officers for work and shows them 
where they need to focus their presence.  LMPD has created their own data silo by making a 
copy of LOJIC data so that if the LOJIC system or the network connection goes offline, they 
are still able to produce their maps and reports. They also have Esri ArcGIS Desktop licenses 
so they do not have to rely on a remote Citrix connection to analyze their data.  Future efforts 
include deploying an internal map for officers to see geospatial data in real time on their 
mobile data terminals. LMPD is also strengthening their predictive analysis toolset by adding 
more powerful software that will consume local data back to the previous 5 years.  This data 
can help show trends in crime throughout the county. 

LMPD makes use of various GIS tools and software: 

• Accessing LOJIC’s SDE database and creating some GIS products using Citrix 
• Accessing LOJIC’s SDE through a direct connection 
• Copying LOJIC data once a week and storing on LMPD’s own server 
• Maintaining standalone ArcGIS Desktop software 
• Maintaining standalone ArcGIS Server 
• Creating and maintaining custom scripts for data retrieval and delivery 
• Creating and presenting spatially derived statistical data and maps for CompStat 
• Crime prediction analysis and mapping 
• Special event planning mapping 
• Historical crime mapping 
• iLeads for mapping 

 
EMS is consuming data from LOJIC and using CAD data to overlay and conduct analysis to 
improve performance, response times and preparedness.   
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CSR performs many spatial analyses using their own data as well as LOJIC data.  They are 
building datasets for use in their analysis and wanting to share data that might be relevant to 
other GIS users but are, admittedly, lacking the training.  CSR is also creating project location 
maps for visual aids and pulling Hansen data for use in their analysis.  
 
PHW utilizes GIS by performing various types of analysis to include vital stats, hospital data, 
and mosquito hotspots and treatment.  There are several different inter-departmental groups 
that use GIS. There are a large number of users that are making use of Hansen/HARP as well 
as the Metro Map Viewer that is based on the Hansen/HARP map.  PHW is using data from 
the Census and LOJIC as well as creating their own datasets.   
 
Parks has created and is maintaining a large 24,000 point tree inventory.  This data is 
maintained by GPS and software called Tree Keeper.  Tree Keeper is work-order 
management software that is specific for tree maintenance.  Supervisors in the field can 
access the database and complete their work orders.  Metro Parks has other assets that could 
be tracked using GIS.  They have contributed park boundary data to LOJIC in the past but the 
data is currently obsolete.  This data is used in a variety of maps created by other agencies.   
 

PWA has been using GIS for a number of years in a wide variety of ways. Their most current 
endeavor is to create their own web maps with the use of ArcGIS Online; i.e. a live interactive 
permitted road closures map and a live interactive series of maps for the Mayor’s Hike Bike 
and Paddle. They have assisted in creating maps with LMPD for events such as Thunder over 
Louisville and the Kentucky Derby.    PWA relies heavily on GIS for analysis. Some of the 
most complex projects include pedestrian and cyclist crash hotspot analysis maps and a 
series of maps that show unfunded sidewalk service requests. The unfunded sidewalk 
services request maps have evolved into hotspot maps as well. PWA has also created and 
published a consumer grade folding bike network map for cyclists to use in travelling around 
the county. PWA has also performed drainage analysis using hydrology models to plan for 
proper roadway drainage.   

For the SWMS division, the PWA GIS team has performed analysis in order to evaluate waste 
collection times, tonnage and overtime. The goal for these maps was to evenly distribute times 
and tonnage in order to cut back on overtime. They have also provided maps and data for use 
in the Bloomberg recycling initiative. This data includes an exhaustive collection of property 
class types and adding business types to an already created building footprint dataset.    

PWA contributes a number of datasets to LOJIC such as snow routes, bikeways, solid waste 
routes and several asset datasets used in Hansen. Other datasets include a fully updated sign 
inventory, digitized alleys, and digitized sidewalks.   

Other PWA GIS duties include Snow Command; live tracking of snow removal operations. The 
team updates a live interactive web map that allows management to track operations and 
citizens to find the safest routes during slick driving conditions.  

There are several other agencies and departments that are either using GIS in some degree 
or desiring to use the technology to improve efficiency or save money.  Those groups include 
the Zoo who are trying to create a facility inventory for maintenance and the Urban Forester 
who has created a tree database which could benefit from mapping those tree locations.  PD, 
EGI, and APCD are performing GIS functions with ArcGIS Desktop via Citrix from LOJIC and 
Hansen/HARP.  
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There are a large number of Hansen/HARP users within Metro Government. Without knowing 
it, these users are all GIS users by using this software and performing data queries on the 
map. Hansen relies on a spatial database in order to function, whether it’s a permit location or 
work needed on a city owned asset such as traffic signals or streets.   

MTS E-Gov Current & Future Projects 
 

• Change our Junk Notification system to use LOJIC data and resources. 
• Bringing more mapping data available via our Open Data platform 
• Update MapIt.louisvilleky.gov to make it more user-friendly and responsive.  Technically, it 

also needs to be updated to the current ESRI Javascript API. 
• We want to update the public facing Google Maps to Maps using ESRI and LOJIC to give 

the users a consistent user experience. 
 

 
Two members of our staff attended JavaScript API training and so this can be done in house.   
 
Our concern on these projects is the amount of time needed to publish these items to a map 
service.  This includes time for meta-data, pushes to promotion across all environments, and 
changes needed due to software upgrades.  For us to publish a map application; it takes at a 
minimum 3 members of the LOJIC staff (one of them has no back up); and at least 2 members 
on our team.  Timing is hard to determine and communicate to clients on our side as we have 
to coordinate with all parties on the LOJIC side and we don’t know their work load.  We asked 
for small changes to a service and LOJIC was unable to begin working on it for 4 months and 
then only gave us a day and a half to work on it or they would have to move on to other things. 
 
Other issue is the nightly downtown at 2:00am and other unexpected outages, outages are 
generally communicated in advance, but sometimes come with little notice and then we have 
to update several web apps to accommodate these downtimes. As we host the public website 
for the City we have users who access the site at all times of the day and night. 
 
Also our applications are built for the web general citizens.  LOJIC’s data is stored in State 
Plain projections – this has caused problems for our applications in the past as we have to 
conversions to this projection from Web Mercator or vice versa. 

 
MetroSafe Current & Future Projects 

 
• MetroSafe will be delivering CAD services to regional public safety answering points, 

including outside of Jefferson County.  Therefore, GIS information for surrounding 
counties must be incorporated into CAD maps.   

• Emergency Management application Geospatial in nature – layers for EMA only with 
proximity tools to analyze facilities in the affected areas.  Application audience is for non-
GIS professionals. 

• LOJIC would play a role in these projects, helping with the tools and how to set up the 
data accordingly. 
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VII. Equipment/Software   
MTS does not have any GIS-related software.  We currently use LOJIC’s ArcGIS server to 
host the ESRI platform which our power users access and our map services.  Our applications 
are hosted on internal web servers and call to LOJIC’s and Google Maps API servers for 
mapping information.   
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VIII.   Current uses of and/or dependencies on LOJIC and LOJIC staff.  

 
Metro currently has 75+ users that directly connect to ArcGIS Desktop via Citrix.  Users 
are mostly connecting to create data, perform analysis, or create map products.   

All users have been notified that they can contact LOJIC directly for technical support and 
training.   

There are several Metro employees who are not GIS users but are using applications from 
LOJIC such as the LOJIC Map or HARP/Metro Map Viewer.   

 
 
E-Gov uses of LOJIC 
E-Gov uses LOJIC’s development staff to help publish map services for our consumption in 
applications.  We use LOJIC’s database staff to help in publishing our data layers for the map 
services. 
 
 
Metrosafe uses of LOJIC 

 
• We currently update and maintain 20 or more layers including Street Centerline, Site 

Addresses, Zoning Layer, Day Care Centers etc. using standard tools like ArcGIS desktop 
and custom tools like Editor Module.  
 
 

What would the ramifications for your organization be if LOJIC was not there? How 
would your organization compensate? 

     
If LOJIC ceased to exist, Metro would lose applications such Metro MapIt, Hansen, and 
the Snow Status Map.  Metro would also lose the web mapping services that feed those 
applications. Applications would have to be recreated in other forms such as Google or 
Metro would have to acquire its own licensing and servers or purchase services such as 
ArcGIS online.  These apps may include data from other partners.  New partnerships with 
other LOJIC partners would have to be made to share data.   

Metro is dependent upon LOJIC for ESRI software procurement and implementation, 
server procurement and maintenance, database administration, procurement of aerial 
imagery, planimetric/topographic data, and technical support.  In addition, they offer 
professional map production services and training as needed.  Various agencies are 
consuming these resources on a regular basis.  Today, 75+ users are accessing ESRI 
tools to create and analyze data, and produce maps.  

Metro users would lose all ability to create, analyze, and map data until those resources 
could be procured.  Users would also lose technical support for a variety of functions 
anywhere from creating data to publishing web mapping services.  
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  IX.  Future LOJIC and GIS Needs and Wants  
 
Overall Needs and Wants 
• Crime Analysis including but not limited to social media feeds. 
• Mapping Trees in Louisville 
• More users with ability to create Web Mapping Services 
• Training 
• Creating more Maps and Apps 
 
 
MetroSafe Future Needs and Wants 

What opportunities do you see for LOJIC and GIS in general to best serve your organization? 

• We can see ArcGIS Online being a future need: 
- Quickly map data and add analytical capabilities. 
- Easily create maps that can be shared with the public/media or ad hoc map 

requests for internal use-one example:  MetroSafe quickly mapping road closures 
due to flooding. 

- Special event and damage assessment mobile workflow using smart phone and 
tablet devices for emergency personnel in the field. 

• LOJIC really is a big part of EMA/MetroSafe in helping our community to become the best.  
• Geospatial data is the heart of all EMA/MetroSafe critical systems. 
 

 
E-Gov Future needs and wants: 
Opportunities for LOJIC and GIS in general to best serve our organization: 
 

• LOJIC should explore how it can support and contribute with respect to the changing 
nature of the GIS environment, and promote and nurture the utilization of our 
community’s GIS resources as they relate to cloud capabilities, such as ArcGIS 
Online.  We are getting more and more requests for online maps for the public and our 
own internal users.  These maps don’t need to be made to the same level of precision 
as LOJIC’s other agencies’ data.  We need to work together to determine the best 
solution to this problem.   

 
• A more streamlined workflow and communication process. 

 
• Enable more formats on ArcServer for existing maps (WMS) 

 
• Clear explanation of why LOJIC is a superior solution, more information, more 

accurate, etc. – this would be helpful to give to Agencies and new staff members. 
 

• More open to new ideas, such as Open Data, ArcGIS online 
 

• Additional resources, both people and servers 
  
What barriers/threats do you foresee with the current and future GIS climate? 
 

 
• The biggest barrier/threat is there is no centralized GIS governance within Metro to 

focus on enterprise GIS strategy and methodology. 
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• The next biggest barrier/threat with the current and future GIS climate, at least locally, 
is tied to the struggle to define the appropriate relationship between LOJIC and 
Louisville Metro Government, but the Strategy and Innovation team in and of itself is a 
good start to addressing the need to define these issues and the appropriate roles of 
each.  Also, as the opportunities for the use of GIS continue to grow, there may be 
questions pertaining to the adequate commitment of personnel and other resources 
necessary to take advantage of these opportunities and be able to keep pace with the 
changing environment, by both Metro and LOJIC.  This of course will involve funding 
issues. 

 
• Ability of our organization to fully use all the facets of the ESRI tool that is provided, 

our agencies don’t realize what we have available and therefore will chase after other 
tools that look easier and are more familiar to them.  Recent efforts of ESRI have 
helped with this but we haven’t had time to work to implement some of those tools, as 
we have staffing issues ourselves. 
 
 

• Funding is always a threat to these endeavors 
 

• OpenStreetMaps (community sourced information) 
 

• Openness of data (shareability) 
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Enterprise GIS Assessment 
 

June 30, 2013 

LOUISVILLE METRO GOVERNMENT 

Mission Purpose 

Louisville Metro Government has a long history of Geographic Information System 
(GIS) use through the Louisville/Jefferson County Information Consortium (LOJIC) 
dating back to the late 1980’s when the City and County were separate entities.  
 
The current state of GIS efforts within Metro: 
• Currently, there is not a GIS governing body for the enterprise. 
• Strategic decisions on GIS direction and technology have been outsourced to 

LOJIC. 
• Usage and skill levels throughout departments range from light users who view 

maps to heavy users performing in-depth analysis.  
• Some departments use GIS for mission-critical functions such as public safety 

services and planning efforts, and city services. 
• The focus of GIS efforts remains divided into their respective divisions but could 

better leverage the technology with the coordination of idea sharing, workflows, 
methodologies, and training. 
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Staffing 

• Metro has 75 licensed users 
• Varying skill set 

• Metro has a team of application developers 
• Additional City Wide users who access other GIS applications 
 

Competencies & Weaknesses 

Competencies 
• Creating and Editing Layers 
• Map Creation 
• Web Technologies 
• User Experience Design 
• Source Data Knowledge 

 

Weaknesses 
• Creating and Editing Layers 

• Meta Data 
• Map Creation 
• Consistency 
• Lack of regular development 
• Communication 
• Data Sharing 
• ESRI and GIS Fundamentals 

• Licensed and Non-
Licensed Users 

• Lack of GIS Governance 
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Equipment Software 

svweb28 svweb29

svweb13 svweb14

Host the public website which 
calls: 
-LOJIC MetroServices Report
-LOJIC Address Locator

svweb51

svweb28 svweb29

svweb13 svweb14

Host MapIT which calls: 
-LOJIC MetroServices Report
-LOJIC Address Locator

svweb51

Host LEAPS which calls: 
-LOJIC Address Locator
-MetroBrownfieldsDistricts
-MetroPropSale

Hosts Google Maps Applications:
-Current Crime Map
- Property Maintenance Violations
-Construction Permits Mapping
-ABC Maps

E-Gov GIS Architecture

Equipment Software 
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Current Uses Of LOJIC Staff 

• Metro currently has 75+ users that directly connect to ArcGIS Desktop via 
Citrix.  Users are mostly connecting to create data, perform analysis, or create 
map products.   

• All users have been notified that they can contact LOJIC directly for technical 
support and training.   

• There are several Metro employees who are not GIS users but are using 
applications from LOJIC such as the LOJIC Map or HARP/Metro Map Viewer.   

• Use LOJIC to publish map data to a service for online consumption. 
• Use LOJIC’s REST Endpoints for address validation and other information. 
• Consulting services for best practices tools and methodologies. 
• App Creation and maintenance. 
• Map Creation. 

Life without LOJIC 

• Existing map applications would have to be rewritten 
• Assume managing ESRI ELA  
• Assume training for all Metro GIS users 
• Need new aerial, planimetric and topo services 
• Purchase and maintain our own servers 
• Negotiate partnership data sharing agreements for 

• TARC 
• State 
• PVA 
• Hospitals 
• Water Co. 
• MSD 
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Future LOJIC & GIS Needs & Wants 

• More users with ability to create Web Mapping Services 
• Training 
• Creating more Maps and Apps 
• Visual Mapping of Source Data, including Crime Analysis, Trees 
• More open to new ideas, such as Open Data 
• ArcGIS online 
• Additional resources, both people and servers 

 
 

 

Barriers & Threats 

• No GIS Governance 
• Current Relationship with LOJIC and the City 
• Ability to fully use all the tools available with ESRI 
• Funding 
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Questions 



 



LOJIC Strategy Innovation Discovery Brief 

 

Appendix 3 

 
Survey Results from: 

Internal LOJIC Partner/Licensee Users 

External/Public LOJIC Users 

 



94/133 responses or

71% response rate.



































































































LOJIC Strategy Innovation Discovery Brief 

 

Appendix 4 

 
Notes from Interviews With: 

Ted Smith, Louisville Metro Chief of Civic Innovation 

Michael Schnuerle, Local Open Data Advocate, Civic Data Alliance 

James Fee, URS Spatial IT Director, GIS Consultant and Blogger 

Jack Dangermond, Esri President 

John Antenucci, Plangraphics President 



LOJIC Strategy Innovation Interview with Ted Smith 

September 13, 2014 

1) What technological, business and societal trends will have significant impact on the direction and 
use of municipal information systems (including GIS) in the next three to five years? 
• Plethora of location info/data now available, expansive market, new sources (satellite, UAV, 

obliques, etc), need for more granular info on smaller areas. 
• Municipalities must have a heightened awareness of what is going on, (Used Google traffic as 

example).  However, Google will not share data.  
• The private sector has pushed way in front with creating, marketing and profiting from location 

data. 
• Place-based data is valued and GIS is common denominator. There is a pressure on about “who 

knows what”…. Issue of who has “ground truth”. 
• Need/expectation for current data and that locals are best sources. 
• Need for sophistication and attention to data stewardship; outdated data = bad decisions. 
• Public/taxpayer sense that location data is already paid for and is common good. 
• Nuances of security/sensitivity with open data, ie, utilities, health, categories of crime activity. 
• Recognizes sensitivity of some data and Home Land Security;  make street level and up available; 

policies need to be reviewed and updated/JSB 
   

2) How do you see the future relationship between municipal GIS and the large commercial mapping 
providers (i.e. Google Maps)?  How do we reconcile the local need for accuracy, currency and detail 
for mission-critical applications with the mass market for easily accessible general information?  
• No easy answer, OpenStreetMap is best example, but crowdsourcing has its risks. 
• Totally Open Source is the only really interesting option, but give data to everyone not just Google.  
• Google doesn’t do GIS… They make/sell maps, it’s an easy location viewer with API. Maps are the 

most trivial part. Data is the driver and the power. 
• It’s not either/or, Google vs LOJIC, need for more awareness of best uses. 
• Private sector/vendors always pose opportunities and issues; locals need to be more open and 

nimble in response. 
• Experience with data portals has not been good; some want raw data, some want information. 
• Site address and centerline/range data should be freely available. 
• The details must be held onto… Google cannot do what LOJIC can to meet partner needs. 
• Simply conceding to “the market” would be a mistake.  Having public feedback on data 

content/quality is counterproductive, leave in the hands of the pros. 
• Best position is to be platform independent and develop totally responsive design apps. 
 

3) What are the most impressive recent innovative practices in technology, governance and/or funding 
you have seen related to municipal information systems? 
• Services for fees…  Or fees tagged onto things such as permits. 
• Tiered services: basic is free, more data/analytics for a fee or subscription. 



• Offset costs via activity or transaction fees, fees for service, earmarks for system/data 
maintenance.   

 
4) There is a mounting push for open/free data.  How do you balance providing free data with the 

locally incurred costs to collect, create, maintain and host geospatial data?  What is the business 
case for making locally maintained geospatial data open and freely accessible? 
• Open data is the immediate lightening rod… and transparency is its cousin. 
• Agrees that there is a marked difference between data and information. The data should be made 

available, but LOJIC is positioned to supply information. 
•  LOJIC business model has worked; would not have been built without partnership and cost 

sharing. 
• Too much local fixation on cost, we need to get over it, it’s what we do and how we do our work. 
• Must continue funding as cost of gov’t service; focus on value/ROI to gov’t and public. 
• Will never pay for system/data maintenance by selling data; wrong to demand cost recovery. 
• Public/taxpayer perception that location data is already paid for and is common good. 
• Demand focuses on parcel data, built environment, site addresses, centerlines/ranges. 
• Favor fees over taxes, fees for services, data updates, custom data extracts for projects. 
• Think in terms of cost allocation and not cost recovery. 
• Startups can help move process forward.  

 
 

5) How can Louisville better leverage its GIS resources (i.e. LOJIC)? 
• As far as a Business case… cost recovery math is not the right conversation.  
• A business case or justification for LOJIC isn’t necessary…. It’s is simple the cost of doing business. 

We cannot do without it. 
• Does not like the word “optimized” as a goal because “that is next to ‘efficiency’ which results in 

lay-offs”. Prefers to look at “opportunities  and ideas”…. “Do we understand the work we are NOT 
doing?” 

• Look for “minimum sunk investment”…. What needs to be done? 
• Provide services for fees, but not as primary activity. Price services higher if data is free. (JMP) 
• Referred to the competitiveness of the Mayor, and the desire to be equal to or ahead of other 

cities in development and opportunities. LOJIC plays a vital role in that strategy. 
• Should explore (possibly with best practices consultant) correlation between competitive “smart 

cities”, depth of their use of GIS, and public accessibility of location data. 
• Get businesses excited about the use of local data. 
• Leveraging GIS for economic development; GIS easily embedded in a suite of uses. 
• Community-generated data interoperable with LOJIC (ie, trees) 

 
• General Comments: 
• Can't imagine turning LOJIC off, too vital for local work and services. 
• Keep the data up and not the presentation; don't define self as 'we make maps' - we maintain data 

vital for services 



LOJIC SI Interview Questions 
 

Michael Schnuerle of YourMapper and the Civic Data Alliance 
This document available at: bit.ly/LOJIC-MS 

(Italicized comments added by C. Bynum from personal interview notes) 
 

1)     How would you define what the Louisville and Jefferson County Information Consortium (LOJIC) is, 
and what does it mean to you? 
 
LOJIC is the area’s GIS organization that collects and maintains GIS data from public and private sources.  To 
me it seems to be a source of useful information for public organizations and the public itself. 
LOJIC is the community’s shared GIS, user agencies collect/maintain spatial data necessary to perform gov’t 
operations. 
  
2)     What is your perception of what LOJIC is/means to Metro Louisville and the community at large? 
 
LOJIC does the work vital to making local governments run properly for their citizens, especially in terms of 
planning, emergency, safety, reporting, and knowledge of our city’s 3 dimensional interconnectedness. 
LOJIC is the shared repository of local spatial data necessary to make our community gov’ts work; reduces 
redundancy, various web, data, map products to assist citizens.  
 
3)     How do you feel Louisville can make better use of LOJIC? 
 
If LOJIC can get most of its public data in the hands of the public, I see it as a benefit to the local economy, 
national technology services, non-profits, journalists, programmers, entrepreneurs, educators, and data 
scientists.  It also allows the creation of services for residents by private companies.  All of this helps the city 
with more tax revenue, more businesses and qualified workers relocating here, and puts Louisville on par with 
other cities. 
There is wide business and community interest in LOJIC providing open access to most data; would promote 
entrepreneurs, economic development. LOJIC should also provide access to services via mobile devices. 
Raw data via portals for public/private use, likely shapefiles or KML. Spatial analysis would best be handled by 
LOJIC. API’s for direct interaction with LOJIC real-time data could come later (ie, crime analysis, fire response, 
etc.) Buildings, parcels (boundaries, value, owner), street centerlines, site addresses and pavement with all 
data in lat/long are priorities. 
Recognizes some data is private/secure 
Would benefit the community by improvements to Google and Apple Services. 
Others that would benefit is the Code for America Brigade 
People would pay for the analysis that LOJIC compiles 
Publish in lat/long because of the desire for publishing nationally. 
 
4)     There is a mounting push for open/free data.  How do you balance providing free data with the 
locally incurred costs to collect, create, maintain and host geospatial data?  What is the business case 
for making locally maintained geospatial data open and freely accessible? 
  
·       Save money by reducing FOIA/KORA requests 
·       Use the latest technology to minimize licensing and hardware costs 
·       Sell value-add services around data analysis, processing data, printable maps, and custom work. 
CFA brigade would be a good source for defining value-added services. FTP access for open data would be a 
good start. 

http://www.bit.ly/LOJIC-MS
http://www.bit.ly/LOJIC-MS


Use Amazon Hosted Services  
Some things may be hard to switch but doable and cost effective 
Rework the website to promote custom work. 
 
  
5)     What technological, business and societal trends do you think will have significant impact on the 
direction and use of municipal information systems and associated data (including GIS) in the next 
three to five years? 
 
Online 
All (public) data is moving from being locked inside internal systems to being online on web systems, to reach 
people instantly and be reused. 
 
Technology changes   
As companies put discovered, researched or request data into their products, your same version of the raw 
data is less valuable, and there goes your business model. 
Social media presence, blogs, facebook, twitter for customer service and greater exposure for LOJIC. 
Twitter Cards from Portland to share parks. 
Mobile is the future – everyone is getting an iPad so Architect future solutions with simplicity in mind. 
Simple solutions, small focus 
Have local user groups to find out what people want, or have brown bag lunches at incubators. 
 
It's public data 
Data is required to be collected to do the job of governing, and has already been paid for by taxpayers. 
  
Changing gov Landscape 
Open data is not going away, and political, public, and business pressures will continue to mount. 
  
Legality 
If the data can be obtained by a KORA request for non-profits/news orgs, it should be on your public data 
portal.  If it's not you run the risk of those orgs putting the data online, and your existing business model 
crumbles.   
 
Courier Journal Example: 
http://www.courier-journal.com/story/opinion/editorials/2014/09/04/public-data-like-see/15085963/ 
 
 

Open Data Help 
 

Help understanding “open data” and assistance with getting data online. 
 

● http://sunlightfoundation.com/ 
● https://usodi.org/ 
● http://www.codeforamerica.org/ 
● https://www.data.gov/open-gov/ 
● http://opendatahandbook.org/ 
● http://opengovdata.org/ 

  
 

http://www.courier-journal.com/story/opinion/editorials/2014/09/04/public-data-like-see/15085963/
http://sunlightfoundation.com/
https://usodi.org/
http://www.codeforamerica.org/
https://www.data.gov/open-gov/
http://opendatahandbook.org/
http://opengovdata.org/


ROI of Open Data 
  
http://radar.oreilly.com/2013/02/roi-open-data-economy-value.html 
  
http://www.socrata.com/blog/open-data-roi/ 
  
http://www.omidyar.com/blog/business-case-open-data 
  
http://www.statetechmagazine.com/article/2013/12/albuquerques-open-data-efforts-are-delivering-roi-city 
  
http://www.informationweek.com/regulations/government-technologist-whats-the-roi-of-open-government/d/d-
id/1086671 
  
https://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2014/05/28/how-proactive-release-of-public-records-could-help-lower-
costs/ 
 
http://smartdatacollective.com/bigdatastartups/188046/how-open-data-portals-will-stimulate-innovation-and-
economic-growth 
 
 
 

Information from similar cities with open GIS data, with Contact Info 
 
Lexington, KY Open GIS 
  
Info from From Open Lexington organization: LFUCG made a modest sum from GIS licensed data maybe 
$1mil. They also gave a lot of data away to researchers, reporters, students and university officials. They spent 
money on processing those licensed requests. Similarly, the costs for complying with all of these non-revenue 
generating requests was also not trivial. Investing in the open data catalog as repository for GIS data allowed 
them to spend far less on servicing those requests although I am unaware of the exact amount saved. Code 
for Lexington helped them install and maintain a CKAN instance running on AWS. 
  
GIS data is made available at http://data.lexingtonky.gov - includes property parcels, street centerlines, 
watershed, vacant land, impervious, tree canopy, land use, zoning, traffic signals, sewershed. 
  
Chris Doerge |  Geographic Information | Division of Computer Services 
Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government | 200 E Main St, 714 | Lexington, Kentucky 40507 
Phone: (859) 367-4989 | Email: cdoerge@lexingtonky.gov | Web: www.lexingtonky.gov/gis 
 
Click here for full details and breakdown. 
  
South Bend, IN Open GIS 
  

● The City of South Bend is of the mindset that citizens have paid for the data once, so they don't charge 
for GIS data 

● The county did is not of that mindset and does charge for data 
● The city has an agreement that they can give county data out to consultants, and they are liberal with 

that approach 

http://radar.oreilly.com/2013/02/roi-open-data-economy-value.html
http://www.socrata.com/blog/open-data-roi/
http://www.omidyar.com/blog/business-case-open-data
http://www.statetechmagazine.com/article/2013/12/albuquerques-open-data-efforts-are-delivering-roi-city
http://www.informationweek.com/regulations/government-technologist-whats-the-roi-of-open-government/d/d-id/1086671
http://www.informationweek.com/regulations/government-technologist-whats-the-roi-of-open-government/d/d-id/1086671
https://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2014/05/28/how-proactive-release-of-public-records-could-help-lower-costs/
https://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2014/05/28/how-proactive-release-of-public-records-could-help-lower-costs/
http://smartdatacollective.com/bigdatastartups/188046/how-open-data-portals-will-stimulate-innovation-and-economic-growth
http://smartdatacollective.com/bigdatastartups/188046/how-open-data-portals-will-stimulate-innovation-and-economic-growth
http://data.lexingtonky.gov/
http://data.lexingtonky.gov/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17CVMShcekT1vftdhPvOzl4Gg-yk72vbSWoeN4E5Fdms/edit?usp=sharing


● The city has worked hard to build up their own datasets, which they release for free 
● They have 2 staff positions, one is paid for by the sewer department and one is paid from the general 

fund 
○ The position paid for by the sewer department tends to focus on sewer and water GIS, but not 

exclusively 
○ They wanted to have a revenue-making department pay for a position 

● They use ArcGIS 10.1, which is not the newest, but is close 
● They were fortunate enough to be small enough to qualify for ESRI's small city ELA 

 
Sacramento County, CA Open GIS 
www.sacgis.org 
  
As a public tax supported organization, we feel our constituents are paying for the data we maintain and create 
through the taxes they pay.  Some data we house is sensitive in nature, so we don’t distribute that content. 
  
Some organizations charge for data when extensive work is required to create it or there is media involved. 
  
 
Can you explain how these costs changed when you went from not publishing your data to the public, to 
making it open? 
  
The amount of time saved by publishing the selected data to the internet compared to answering email 
requests and getting permissions from data owners showed us there was a benefit to this model.  Time = 
Money. 
  
What were all the reasons for opening your data (economics, public service, reduce FOIA/KORA requests, 
politics, public pressure, etc)? 
  
We were presented with a document and training session directed at sharing government data.  We agreed 
and chose to comply. 
 
John Culbert 
culbertj@SacCounty.NET 
916-875-5731 
  
Denver 
http://data.denvergov.org/ 
- This data is constantly updated by the City and County of Denver. Files are basically transferred over 
automatically from the GIS dep't on a regular basis. 
- Denver Public Schools uses a lot of this data to inform our boundary and board district decisions, as well as 
providing basemap data, address points, streets, parcels, etc. 
- Parcels are included in this portal 
  
Doug Genzer Technology Services at City County of Denver 
douglas.genzer@ci.denver.co.us 
 
Detroit 
http://d3.d3.opendata.arcgis.com/ 

http://www.sacgis.org/
http://data.denvergov.org/
mailto:douglas.genzer@ci.denver.co.us
http://d3.d3.opendata.arcgis.com/


- This is a partnership between Data Driven Detroit (D3) and ESRI. There are some big datasets on here, and 
not everything is 'straight from the City', rather products of analysis that D3 has come up with. 
  
Greg Parrish Data and Technical Manager Data Driven Detroit 
gregory@datadrivendetroit.org 
  
Other Contacts 
People to interview who can provide valuable information and ideas 
 

Pat Smith 
http://citycollaborative.org/ 
 
Bret Walker 
http://www.louiewatch.com/ 
 
Dannie Gregoire 
http://www.minecraftlouisville.com/ 

Christopher Cprek 
http://www.lvl1.org/ 
 
Patrick Piuma 
http://udstudio.org/ 
 
Chris Harrell 
http://www.lazarusllc.com/ 

 



LOJIC Strategy Innovation Video Conference Interview with James Fee 
 

September 25, 2014 
 

1) What technological, business and societal trends will have significant impact on the direction 
and use of GIS in the next three to five years?  How can established municipal GIS partnerships 
such as LOJIC best keep pace with these changes? 
• People expect ready access to and interaction with on-line maps (ie, Tempe 311) 
• There is an intersection between municipal data, information and mobile social media (ie, 

Portland, OR widget in Twitter) 
• People love to share where they are, what they see/experience. 
• Sharing is desired, but to what degree remains uncertain. 
• The future is very mobile. 

o URS giving 50,000 employees an iPad. 
o Solutions must be architected for this method of delivery 
o Trend toward multiple apps, each doing one thing very well… As simple as possible 
o People want “easy button” access and expect everything for free. 

• Scott Morehouse, Esri, “ArcGIS is hard to use because it’s scientific software.” 
• More practical/scalable for entity to have several versions of thematic/focused apps rather 

than a “one app does all” approach.  
 

2) Will cloud-based data storage and application software services become the norm for 
municipal GIS entities that have significant server architecture and concerns about data 
integrity or security?  
• Hosting through other services removes the headaches of updates, versions etc. 
• Reliability should not be an issue. Cloud is reliable depending on what you pay (level of 

service). 
• ESRI, Amazon and others have highest levels of certification and reliability. 
• Most mission-critical granular data and apps should stay internal behind firewall. 
• Security could be locational (ie, New Orleans during Katrina). 

 
3) How do you see the future relationship between municipal GIS and the large commercial 

mapping providers (i.e. Google Maps)?  How do we reconcile the local need for accuracy, 
currency and detail for mission-critical applications with the mass market for easily accessible 
general information? 
• LOJIC must weigh pros/cons, answer question of “Is city better off with more accurate 

address data in Google?” 
• Google errors often “blamed” on locals; local data is usually better than Google’s. 
• Google may not update often, even with open access to local data. 
• Question of how Open Street Map might play into this. 

 



4) Esri’s current web-GIS technology seems to encourage independence and innovation within 
user organizations when it comes to applications and user interfaces.  How do you see this 
affecting the ability to maintain data and applications standards and how might this impact 
the operations of a municipal GIS consortium? 
• The main problem with ESRI’s web/cloud licensing is that is it relatively undefined and cost-

uncertain, unlike EC2. 
• Question of how much now versus raised price in the future. 
• It could get “dirty” as far as who gets access and who has rights. 
• Used example of Pitney Bowes as the opposite perspective: charge for data and give 

software away. 
• Most people want CSV or KML; what good is it to download data in geodatabase format. 
 

5) What are the most impressive recent innovative practices in technology, governance and/or 
funding you have seen related to GIS? 
• Explore grant money to share data (ie, Esri grant for Arizona portal). This is often overlooked 

and can help fund initiatives. 
• Look for alternative partnerships to collect common data and host data portals (ie, 

universities, non-profits and other groups gathering useful information to be shared through 
LOJIC) 

• Most spatial technologies seem focused on lighter, faster and cheaper; from paper 
maps/viewers to immediate and real-time accessible. 

 
6) There is a mounting push for open/free data.  How do you balance providing free data with 

the locally incurred costs to collect, create, maintain and host geospatial data?  What is the 
business case for making locally maintained geospatial data open and freely accessible? 
• Citizens demand data based on tax funding, but the distinction between safe and sensitive 

data (e.g. utilities, critical infrastructure) must still be maintained. 
• GIS data is created/maintained by government to do its work, paid for via taxes. 
• By this point people in government should know what GIS is and that things cost money. 
• Issue of cost versus value, trend from “how do we make money on our GIS” to thinking 

“how can we share and open up access to our GIS resources.” 
• Open data spurs economic development, entrepreneurs. 
 

7) What other insights or advice can you share regarding the growth and sustainability of large, 
municipal GIS enterprises? 
• Mobile and use of the Cloud are realities! 
• Engage the community 

o Partnering with local groups (bike riders as example). 
o Explore co-working space, idea incubators leading down the path to Business 

Intelligence. 



• Used example of a “Drunk App” developed in Portland (?) to assist those who have had too 
much to drink with finding a safe way home. 

• Stated that you can see on Open Street Map who is doing the most editing for Louisville and 
find out why. 

• Suggested a local GIS Hackathon to tap into what the community wants and to gather fresh 
and bright ideas. 

 
 
 

 
 



LOJIC Strategy Innovation Interview with Jack Dangermond 
 

October 1, 2014 
Note: Jack hit the ground running with the first question, illustrated on a white board and did not strictly 
keep to the questions we provided. What follows is a loose thread of his comments. 
  

1) What technological, business and societal trends will have significant impact on the direction 
and use of GIS in the next three to five years?  How can established municipal GIS partnerships 
such as LOJIC best keep pace with these changes? 

• Computer/info technology industry evolution re: GIS… 
• Tabular and map data; automated drafting 
• Procedural/workflow automation, data centric (ie, SAP, ArcInfo) 
• “Watson” cognitive computing 5-10 years out, massive data, diagnostic/analytical, societal 
• Esri experimenting with connecting to big data/computing 
• Evolving from data centric architecture to web-centric GIS with distributed databases 
• Portals control content, access, integration 
• GIS evolving from data warehouses to “server-ized” confederation of databases and portals with 

more focus on device and software agnostic platforms 
• ArcGIS 10.3 introduces/leverages more robust portal technologies 
• LOJIC partners could put all data in a portal such as AGOL or keep on-site and expand to 

include/incorporate outside services. 
• Esri has spent millions on may applications to encourage/leverage public-sourcing of data 

collection (ie, Collector) 
 

2) Will cloud-based data storage and application software services become the norm for 
municipal GIS entities that have significant server architecture and concerns about data 
integrity or security? 

• There’s always a concern about security surrounding some infrastructure data 
• Put non-sensitive data in the Cloud somehow, explore hybrid approach 
• Not opposed to all on-site data warehouse, but Cloud storage/services are usually cheaper and 

more easily maintained than extensive IT infrastructure 
• AGOL gained high security status this year 

 
3) How do you see the future relationship between municipal GIS and the large commercial 

mapping providers (i.e. Google Maps)?  How do we reconcile the local need for accuracy, 
currency and detail for mission-critical applications with the mass market for easily accessible 
general information? 

• Local data is authoritative and better, commercial entities know this 
• Much public/private pressure to open access to local data 
• Level of access depends on local priorities and regulations 
• LOJIC could explore use of leased or subscription data via Cloud services for base data 



• Should explore web-serving more core operational data such as parcels, addresses, centerlines 
• Always a great need and benefit for home-grown plan/topo data which could be shared globally 

via Esri’s Community Maps program 
 

4) Esri’s current web-GIS technology seems to encourage independence and innovation within 
user organizations when it comes to applications and user interfaces.  How do you see this 
affecting the ability to maintain data and applications standards and how might this impact 
the operations of a municipal GIS consortium? 

• Can get bogged in user expectations for customization 
• Must enforce data standards for content and currency for critical applications, analysis 
• Migrate LOJIC as a web-enabled, open platform for dramatic growth in use and value 

 
5) What are the most impressive recent innovative practices in technology, governance and/or 

funding you have seen related to GIS? 
• LOJIC is a model community GIS and has a simple proven cost-share formula 
• Enterprise GIS doesn’t work if you have to “pass the hat” to fund and maintain, it’s how you do 

your work and deliver services 
 

6) There is a mounting push for open/free data.  How do you balance providing free data with 
the locally incurred costs to collect, create, maintain and host geospatial data?  What is the 
business case for making locally maintained geospatial data open and freely accessible? 

• Recognition of government as a business, but recognize the value of open data 
• Geospatial data/technology as “social capital” 

 
7) What other insights or advice can you share regarding the growth and sustainability of large, 

municipal GIS enterprises? 
• Perhaps wait another quarter and migrate to ArcGIS Pro, 64bit, 2D/3D, virtualized architecture 
• Leverage more home-grown data via more robust, device agnostic analytics, apps and services 

 
 
 

 
 



LOJIC Strategy Innovation Interview with John Antenucci 
 

October 29, 2014 
 

1) What technological, business and societal trends will have significant impact on the direction 
and use of GIS in the next three to five years?  How can established municipal GIS partnerships 
such as LOJIC best keep pace with these changes? 

• Foreign gov’ts, especially in Europe, are moving away from Esri toward more open 
source solutions; away from very expensive Oracle toward more MySQL 

• Esri’s presence is still strong, but due to gov’t recessions, more are leveraging and 
embracing open source tools, ie, MassGIS public access is all open source 

• Esri is the preferred data capture/maintenance/analysis tool; browse/query/view users 
use open source 

• Not a great fan of OGC, but they’ve had successes 
• Expectations are great; track slow/steady growth in local users versus explosion of those 

who “come in contact with” geo-date…need to change this 
• Create a GIS platform that uses much better local data and ingests others, ie Google, 

Bing, etc 
• Make all sources equally available, interchangeable and most will choose the most 

current and reliable data 
• Allow users to select data sources based on the situation; flood the market with easy-to-

use apps and maps 
• Integrating GIS with 3D display and printing is next hot thing, very expensive but coming 

fast 
 

2) Will cloud-based data storage and application software services become the norm for 
municipal GIS entities that have significant server architecture and concerns about data 
integrity or security?  

• Cloud: time-sharing is back! 
• Strong potential for reducing overhead costs, maintain security, redundancy/recovery 
• Compare current capital/operating investment against cloud potential 
• Keep confidential/sensitive data internal, all other in the cloud 
• Solutions vary from storage-only to storage and mechanical support 
• Cloud services are growing more reliable and secure, can create other support issues 

 
3) How do you see the future relationship between municipal GIS and the large commercial 

mapping providers (i.e. Google Maps)?  How do we reconcile the local need for accuracy, 
currency and detail for mission-critical applications with the mass market for easily accessible 
general information? 

• Allow users to decide the source data/services most appropriate for their need/situation 



• Acknowledge different users: Public vs Business vs Agency users; their 
needs/expectations vary 

• Explore other open or licensed base map data, ie Pictometry photogrammetric grade 
with control and flightlines 

 
4) Esri’s current web-GIS technology seems to encourage independence and innovation within 

user organizations when it comes to applications and user interfaces.  How do you see this 
affecting the ability to maintain data and applications standards and how might this impact 
the operations of a municipal GIS consortium? 

• Look to OGC as starting source for open standards, there are others and much 
development occurring in the open source GIS arena 

• Europe seems to have dodged Esri’s ArcGIS Online due to subscription/credit 
uncertainty 

• Esri may not be the most viable cloud solution 
• Given what other partners are paying for AGOL, explore consolidation of 

subscriptions/services into LOJIC enterprise 
• Use LOJIC brand and reputation for good data, add portal capabilities and ability to 

accept/use data from outside sources 
• LOJIC could become geo-data service provider, even for services from Google, Bing, 

Pictometry, etc 
 

5) What are the most impressive recent innovative practices in technology, governance and/or 
funding you have seen related to GIS? 

• The GIS entities around the U.S. that have adopted LOJIC’s interagency partnership and 
funding model seem more stable, sustainable, have endured and succeeded 

• Likely some tweaks to LOJIC governance and cost shares, but “don’t fix what’s not 
broken” 

• Finding must come from citizens one form or another, whether in the form of 
operational budget allocations, transaction fees, or other means 

 
6) There is a mounting push for open/free data.  How do you balance providing free data with 

the locally incurred costs to collect, create, maintain and host geospatial data?  What is the 
business case for making locally maintained geospatial data open and freely accessible? 

• Since LOJIC and most other GIS are publicly funded through taxes and rates, public 
expects GIS resources to be open 

• Revenue generated through data and services “sales” is a small fraction of overall 
funding 

• Reality of GIS ROI is better service toward gov’t mission and high value of 
citizen/business use 



• There are large data consumers and customers for customized products/services who 
will pay for analysis, specialized subscription services, tiered access to combined data; 
these should be explored via probing local “markets” 

• LOJIC should dramatically increase its visibility, consumption and brand as THE geo-
portal for the region 

 
7) What other insights or advice can you share regarding the growth and sustainability of large, 

municipal GIS enterprises? 
• Acknowledge that a big part of LOJIC success stems from longevity of staff and their 

“ownership” in building/maintaining the data and system and long-time support of 
partners 

• Commit to some form of advance succession planning as senior staff retire 
• Need for heavy investment in staff and user training and ownership 
• Really few new problems GIS is solving; different tools, more complex code and heavy 

integration in critical business operations…it’s harder now 
• LOJIC goal should be more internal and external market penetration and more open 

resources 
 

 
 

 
 



LOJIC Strategy Innovation Discovery Brief 

 

Appendix 5 

 
Best GIS Practices Consultant Scope of Work 

LOJIC Strategy Innovation Timeline 



SECTION 3.  SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
 
3.1 Areas of Specialized Services 
 
MSD seeks Proposals from Respondents that have expertise in the provision of GIS planning and 
consulting services. Respondents must be able to demonstrate that they have the requisite skills 
and experience and that they currently have and will continue to have the resources and 
capabilities to perform all the requested services.  
 
Objectives of the analysis performed by the consultant will be to: 

1) Assess and summarize best innovative practices in governance, financing, technology, 
staffing and technical support for a number of representative multi-jurisdictional GIS 
partnerships across the country and compare/contrast with current LOJIC operations. 

2) Identify options and recommendations for innovative sustainable governance and 
financing for LOJIC and each participant agency to fund, generate revenue or otherwise 
offset payment towards annual LOJIC expenses and assess each option for applicability 
across LOJIC user agencies. Analysis will include an evaluation of various models for 
user licenses, service level agreements and associated fees. 

3) Identify and assess new and innovative opportunities and sources for developing and 
marketing LOJIC data and services. 

4) Identify innovative trends in information technology, data dissemination policies and 
business practices most likely to impact municipal GIS in the short/long term and provide 
recommendations for how LOJIC might best position itself to leverage these trends to the 
advantage of its partners and the community. 

 
Basis for analysis and recommendations: 
The content of the deliverables will be developed based on 1) the relevant experience of the 
project team members; 2) knowledge of research, surveys, studies, and reports relevant to the 
deliverables; 3) past and on-going work with LOJIC and other multi-jurisdictional, multi-
participant IT and GIS projects; 4) interviews and profiling of selected multi-jurisdictional, 
multi-participant IT and GIS projects, as well as other industry experts; and 5) interaction 
between the consultant, LOJIC staff and users in the formulation and development of the content 
for each of the deliverables. The project team will maximize its interactions and evaluations of 
the advantages/disadvantages of various approaches and techniques within the context of the 
unique features of LOJIC, its history and future direction. 
 
Background/supporting information to be provided by LOJIC and partner agencies: 
Relevant memos, studies, reports, plans, etc 
Current partner cost-sharing allocation model  
Current LOJIC service and product pricing models and or schedules  
Current partnership agreement (sample) 



Three-to-five year O&M and capital expense history 
Three-to-five year O&M and capital expense forecast 
Three-to-five year non-partner revenue, by type and source 
User survey results (if available) 
System usage data 
High-level operational and capital budgets for each LOJIC participant 
Various relevant fee schedules (e.g., permits, licenses, user) to be discussed 
Access to LOJIC management, staff and relevant users 
 
Deliverables by the consultant resulting from the analysis will include: 
Best Innovative Practices Profile Report: a written report and consultant presentation to the 
LOJIC Strategy Innovation Team summarizing governance, financing and operations of a 
representative sample of successful multi-jurisdictional GIS partnerships from around the United 
States. The report should provide a high-level summary of the profiled site, provide key contacts 
for potential follow-up interviews, highlighted similarities and differences among the profiled 
sites and any distinctive or innovative methods of governance and financing that have potential 
applications for LOJIC. The report should describe the overall status and viability of municipal 
and/or regional GIS partnerships/consortia across the country and highlight similarities and 
differences in governance structure within those GIS entities with that of LOJIC. 
 
Governance and Funding Options Report: a written report and consultant presentation to the 
LOJIC Strategy Innovation Team summarizing the advantages, disadvantages and applicability 
to local participants for ongoing sustainability of the LOJIC partnership. The report should 
compare and contrast various options for innovative and/or expanded services sufficient to 
ensure future operations, maintenance and capital necessary to sustain LOJIC and consider 
options for shared partner funding, user licenses for public/private subscribers, service level 
agreements and product/services fees. The report should also address the following questions: 
 

1) Is the LOJIC funding structure typical of other municipal GIS partnerships? 
2) Are shared funding allocations based on equal share, data/resource usage, service level 

agreements or other methods? 
3) Is the LOJIC staffing structure typical of other municipal GIS partnerships? 
4) Who acts as the hub/gatekeeper for core data management and technical support 

services? 
5) Do other GIS consortiums offer application development services? 
6) How do other consortiums generate revenue to offset costs via data subscriptions, 

application subscriptions, contracted development services, hosting services, or other 
means? 



7) What are the advantages and disadvantages of, and viable alternatives to, regular 
acquisitions of multi-county orthoimagery, LiDAR and photogrammetrically compiled 
planimetric/topographic mapping? 

8) What are the advantages, disadvantages and potential risks of utilizing cloud computing 
resources for data storage, web-based GIS applications? 

9) What are the core/critical and ancillary services provided by other GIS partnerships? 
10)  Are other GIS partnerships dealing with data dissemination through sales, subscription 

services, open portals or other means? 
 
Scheduling and information requirements: 
The consultant will meet with LOJIC management and staff within five (5) days after notice to 
proceed to collect relevant information and to obtain an update on the current issues and topics 
associated with the financing and use of LOJIC by the partners and others. The consultant will 
meet with LOJIC management within thirty (30) days of notice to proceed to review progress 
and acquire additional information that may be required. The consultant will complete and 
submit all reports, presentations and other deliverables digitally to LOJIC management within 
sixty (60) days of notice to proceed, and will make one or more of its executive consultants 
available for presentations of its findings and recommendations to the LOJIC Policy Board 



ID Task Name Duration Start Finish

1 STAGING PHASE 65 days Thu 3/27/14 Thu 6/26/14

2 Team Formation, 

Organization and Chartering

65 days Thu 3/27/14 Thu 6/26/14

3 LOJIC POLICY BOARD MTG. 0 days Thu 6/26/14 Thu 6/26/14

4 EXPLORING PHASE 221 days Sat 5/31/14 Mon 4/6/15

5 LOJIC History & 

Self-Assessment

0 days Wed 6/25/14 Wed 6/25/14

6 Partner Self-Assessments 21 days Wed 6/25/14 Wed 7/23/14

7 LOJIC User Survey 62 days Wed 6/4/14 Thu 8/28/14

8 Prep 41 days Wed 6/4/14 Wed 7/30/14

9 Distribution 15 days Thu 7/31/14 Wed 8/20/14

10 Compilation 6 days Thu 8/21/14 Thu 8/28/14

11 Interviews 61 days Wed 8/6/14 Wed 10/29/14

12 Consulting 221 days Sat 5/31/14 Mon 4/6/15

13 RFP 90 days Sat 5/31/14 Wed 10/1/14

14 Consulting Work 133 days Thu 10/2/14 Mon 4/6/15

15 Best Innovative Practices 

Report (Draft thru Final)

10 days Fri 1/23/15 Thu 2/5/15

16 Governance and Funding 

Report (Draft thru Final)

11 days Thu 3/5/15 Thu 3/19/15

17 DISCOVERY BRIEF 0 days Thu 12/11/14 Thu 12/11/14

18 CREATING PHASE 56 days Wed 2/11/15 Wed 4/29/15

19 Brainstorming 0 days Fri 2/6/15 Fri 2/6/15

20 Ranking/Prioritizing 0 days Wed 2/18/15 Wed 2/18/15

21 Investigation of Initiatives 51 days Wed 2/18/15 Wed 4/29/15

22 MAPPING PHASE 17 days Wed 4/29/15 Thu 5/21/15

23 Compile Action Items and 

Recommendations

17 days Thu 4/30/15 Fri 5/22/15

24 FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 0 days Mon 5/25/15 Mon 5/25/15

6/26

6/25

12/11

2/6

2/18

5/25

February March April May June July August SeptemberOctober November December January February March April May June Jul

Split Milestone Summary Stage Summary Task
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